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just hangin’  

out here in  

my appropriate 

gym gear 

this is  

definitely not 

sweat. i got 

rained on 



Millie & Pro Gr 
furious showdo
over thesephot

hat’s the saying?  

The best way to get over 

someone is by getting  

under your ex-boyfriend  

who you once threw a drink 

over? Last week, Millie 

Mackintosh delighted/horrified 

Made In Chelsea fans the world 

over, when she was pictured 

cuddling her “first love” and  

former co-star, Hugo Taylor.

Unsurprisingly – coming only  

five weeks after Millie’s split from 

husband Professor Green – the 

reunion has caused huge drama, 

leaving a “horrified” Millie  

telling friends she’s devastated  

to have hurt Pro so much.

The intimate shots of Millie,  

26, and Hugo, 29 – who starred 

together in the first three series  

of MIC and dated on/of for six 

months – were taken at the British 

Polo Day in Dubai over the Easter 

weekend. Sitting together outside, 

their knees touching, onlookers 

said the pair looked “extremely 

intimate” as they wrapped their 

arms around each other and talked. 

Another onlooker said they were 

As she’s spotted with her Made In Chelsea first love, things 
turn nasty in Millie’s ‘amicable’ divorce from Professor Green

Millie and Hugo 

were reunited  

in Dubai

Not really 

watching any 

Polo here…
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een’s
own
tos

“very cosy and seemed to be very 

close again”. Millie has been open  

in the past about her emotional 

attachment to Hugo, once saying, 

“Those feelings don’t disappear…  

I do think, for the rest of my life, 

every time I see him, I’ll get that 

feeling in my stomach. I don’t  

think I could ever not get that 

butterfly feeling.”

And that’s exactly why friends  

say Pro Green, 32, AKA Stephen 

Manderson, was so devastated 

when he saw the pictures online. 

“Millie’s had a lot of messages 

    P
ICTURE

EXCLUSIV
E

Things were 

clearly very 

friendly

Millie is

“horrified”

thepictures

leaked

Professor Green 

has been left 

devastated  

by the split





from Stephen in the past week,” says

heat’s insider. “Hugo was a recent ex

for Millie when she met Stephen at

the end

they row

Stephe

Millie s

for Hug

seems t

was rig

Before

been tr

keep th

as frien

as poss

but it lo

that’s o

“He’s

betwee

really a

to just p

misera

Millie i

horrifie

by how badly he’s taking things

and has tried to be nice, but it’s

definitely over between them.

better place

ady to move

k she regrets

d with Hugo,

know those

d get out,

, she’s upset

rried

t Stephen.”

he insider

ds, “She

anted them

o stay friends

he means

a lot to her.

m sure she’s

him that,

s not doing

nd this

rag him

urther.”

The rapper’s issue with Hugo 

seems to have been an ongoing 

problem during the couple’s 

two year marriage. One fan pointed 

out in June 2014, “Was it just me 

who saw Millie put a photo on 

Instagram and Hugo commented 

on it, so she deleted it so Professor 

Green wouldn’t see lmao????” 

And Pro’s made it clear he’s been 

struggling since the split – which  

the pair confirmed in February 

after a series of explosive rows  

about everything from partying  

to when to have children. He wrote 

on Instagram last week that this  

was “the toughest times”. And things 

got worse a few days after Millie’s 

return from Dubai, when she posted 

a picture on Instagram of a bunch  

of flowers – from an anonymous 

source – and an hour later, Pro  

wrote on Twitter, “Diicult to stay 

afloat with that sinking feeling.”

But insiders tell heat, while Millie 

is really worried about Pro, it won’t 

stop her moving forward with 

Hugo. “Millie knew Hugo was 

going to be in Dubai and she 

wanted to see him,” says a friend. 

“They hung out over there and 

there was a lot of flirting and 

hugging at the polo.”

The pair, who had their first date 

on TV in May 2011, flew back to 

London on 28 March. And friends 

say now they’re both single – Hugo 

split from swimwear designer 

Natalie Joel, who also briefly 

appeared on the reality show, 

before Christmas – something 

could develop between them. 

The friend adds, “They’re not 

back together but they’re talking, 

and they move in the same circles – 

especially now Millie is living back 

in south-west London – so they will 

see each other soon.” ■ lucy vine
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The pair had  

a lot of  

catching up  

to do

“Stephenwasalways
convincedMillie still
helda torch forHugo”

Millieand

Hugogoback

alongway

The couple 

married in 

September  

2013
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H
olly Hagan’s

had a flipping

amazing body

transformation 

over the past 

five years. She 

lost 3st to go 

from a size 16 to a size 8, all 

through hard workouts and 

a strict diet. Then, at the end 

of February, photos of Holly 

on the beach in Australia 

showed she’d put a bit of 

weight back on. Nothing 

wrong with that – after all, 

her job basically involves 

boozing and hangovers,  

The Geordie Shore fav

I feel

BEFORE
Her weight  

had crept up

NOW

 to lo
alway

100%
airbrush

free
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ourite shows off her new body after losing 11lb in a month

   
the pressure

and her trip was in the

depths of winter  AKA  

the least bikini friendly 

time of the year. 

But despite still looking 

hot as a size 12, Holly, 23, 

was determined to get back 

on track – and, after losing 

11lb, is revealing her new 

toned and trim figure  

at heat’s 100 per cent 

airbrush free photoshoot. 

“Yes, I put on weight over 

Christmas and I knew  

I wasn’t at my best in 

Australia. But, like any  

girl I’m going to have blips,” 

admits Holly, as she bounds 

into the studio after a 6am 

workout. “But if I can lose 

weight after putting it back 

on when I’m travelling 

around and partying,  

then anyone can.” 

In the past month, Holly’s 

shrunk from a size 12  

to a size 10 by sticking to  

the shape up plan in her 

book, Holly Hagan’s Body 

Bible  helped along by  

a week long “self imposed 

boot camp” holiday to Cape 

Verde with fellow Geordie 

Shore ers Charlotte Crosby 

and Sophie Kasaei (more on  

that over the page). Here,

in our exclusive interview,

Holly talks diets, body inspo

and being a “lazy bitch” …

  

Holly, you look amazing. 

What did you think when 

you saw those pictures  

of yourself in Australia?  

They inspired me to think, 

“Right, when I get back,  

I’ll get back on it.” I’d put  

on weight over Christmas.  

We filmed the Geordie 

Shore special and were in 

Australia for three weeks.  

I wasn’t dieting, so of  

course I gained weight.

How much did you gain?

I wasn’t weighing myself

out there, but when I came

back I was 10st 6lb and  

had been dieting for a bit,  

so I reckon I was 10st 10lb  

in Australia.

What happened when  

you returned to the UK?

I started exercising  

and healthy eating. For 

breakfast, I eat poached 

eggs and asparagus or 

porridge with blueberries. 

For lunch, I’ll have lettuce- 

leaf wraps filled with beef 

chilli, then dinner will 

usually be salmon and 

Apparently

itwasa

“boot-camp

holiday”.Looks

dreadful…

Charlotte, 

Holly and 

Sophie in 

Cape Verde

ok good – I’ll
ays be on a diet
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salad, or a homemade 

burger without the bun,  

or meat and veg with sweet 

potato. I was a size 12 in 

Australia and I’m now  

a size 10 and weigh 9st 12lb.

What’s your training 

regime like?

I work out four or five times 

a week. If I’m in a hotel,  

I’ll set up a little circuit – 30 

seconds of plank, 30 squats, 

30 sit-ups, 30 lunges – and 

repeat three to five times. 

Just quick bursts, though, 

because I’m a lazy bitch!

Have you set yourself  

a weight-loss target?

I’d like to be down to 9st 6lb

in the next three weeks.

Then, before the next series,

which is in a couple of

months if we do it, I might

lose an extra 3lb to give

me room to fluctuate.

Is the threat of gaining

weight a constant worry?

Yes, but if I want to do my

job properly, go out drinking

and entertain, I am going to

put on weight, then I’ll lose it 

afterwards. While I’m on 

the show, I’ll continuously 

be on a diet. I accept that.

Do you feel like your  

weight is constantly  

being scrutinised?

Because me and Charlotte 

have got fitness [products] 

out, everyone’s waiting for 

us to slip up. In the gym in 

Cape Verde, she was like, 

“For f**ks sake, I’ve got  

a No1-selling fitness  

DVD, I’ve got to be fit.” 

While on holiday, did  

you encourage each other 

to be super-healthy?

We go to Cape Verde to lose

weight and train, and I lost

half a stone there. Not one

bit of alcohol passes our lips

and we end up pushing each

other. We go to the gym

a few times a day and are

in bed by 10.30pm. It’s like

a self imposed boot camp!

Were there any treats?

I always slip up and get cake,

but you can have treats if

Holly is still 

working 

towards her 

target weight

Holly was  

a size 16 when 

she joined 

Geordie Shore

“Charlotte always 
looks better than 
me in photos”
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you train. If you want 

chocolate, just have a little 

bit. Me and the girls are 

educating each other.

What advice have you  

got from the other girls?

I hate running, but 

Charlotte sprints for  

30 seconds, then stops  

for 30 seconds, and since  

Cape Verde I’ve tried that. 

Hopefully I’ll see results.

What size were you when 

you joined Geordie Shore 

aged 18?

I couldn’t get into size 14 

jeans, so I must have been  

a size 16. But in my head,  

I thought I was a size 10.  

It was like the opposite  

of body dysmorphia.  

I was wearing the wrong 

clothes for my size.

How did joining the  

show help you focus?

I was surrounded by other 

girls who were eating 

healthily. Charlotte was 

skinny as a rake, Vicky was 

also really slim and a lot 

smaller than me. Of course, 

I was inspired to lose weight.

Have you ever tried to 

out-diet Charlotte?

Never. Charlotte always 

looks better than me in 

photos. When we’re doing 

our diets and exercise, we 

feel the pressure to look 

good, but not pressure to 

compete against each other.

Has your body ever 

become an obsession?

No, but even when I was at 

my lightest, 9st 3lb [in July 

2015], I looked in the mirror 

and found things I wanted 

to change. My legs, mainly. 

I’ve got big legs, that’s just 

how I’m built. But then  

I started writing down 

things I like about my body 

to stop focusing on the 

negatives. No matter how 

much weight you lose, you 

still look at yourself as  

that fat girl. You’ve got to 

change your mindset as  

well as your body. ■

Holly Hagan’s Body Bible – 

The 12 Week Fat-loss  

Guide is available from 

Hollysbodybible.com  
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The girls say they 

didn’t drink at all  

while away. 

Impressive!

how sophie & charlotte 
got their beach bods

Charlotte:
“It’s a competition  

– my weight is a 
constant struggle”

Charlotte Crosby may have a body that falls  

into the “jaw-dropping” category, but she still 

feels pressure around her Geordie Shore cast 

mates. FreshofftheplanefromCape Verde,  

sheconfesses, “There’s competition between  

me and the girls, but we’re supportive of each 

other.” The 25 year old lost 2st 7lb in 2014, 

dropping from a size 16 to a size 8, and although 

she’s managed to keep the weight off, it’s not easy 

when your job involves “getting mortal”. “Keeping 

my weight under control when I’m filming is  

a constant battle, but I drink vodka and water  

on nights out, and power through hungover 

workouts,” she tells us. “Plus, my body fluctuates 

from month to month, as well as the usual  

boring hormonal bloating.”

harlotte’s 3 Minute Bum Blitz DVD  

is available from Amazon.co.uk

Sophie:
“I’m 2st lighter – 

I’ve got myself back 
together again”

Sophie Kasaei was kicked off Geordie Shore back 

in 2014, and she’s clearly spent much of the time 

since getting hot. She tells heat, “Because I haven’t 

been on the show for ages, it looks like an extreme 

change, but in reality I’ve only started eating less 

and exercising more.” No need to be modest, 

Sophie – the 26 year old has dropped from a size 

14-16 to an 8-10, and lost 2st. She says, “I’m only 

5ft 1in, really small, so 

whatever weight I gain 

goes around my midriff.

I’m 9st now and my

target weight is 8st 7lb.”

She adds, “I used to get

a lot of hate on social

media and I was called

fat. But I just wanted

to make the change

for myself.”

the other geordie lasses looked amazing in cape verde, too…
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O
ur jaws collectively

dropped last week

when it emerged that

Vernon Kay had

messaged Rhian

Sugden – the

model he admitted sexting

in 2010 – over 100 times in

the past four months. And

a friend tells heat that his

wife Tess Daly isn’t sure

their marriage can survive

this second scandal.

“Tess feels humiliated,

heartbroken and angry,” says the

insider. “ Vernon can’t say sorry

enough, but the damage has been

done. There’s a lot they need to

talk about, as she doesn’t know

where her marriage stands and

what the future holds. She needs

to think about what is best for

her, and if she can even make

the marriage work after this.

She doesn’t want to make any

knee-jerk emotional reactions.”

This is the second time the TV

star has been caught out sending

messages to other women. Back in

2010, Vernon, 41, admitted firing

intent”. He said, “I was merely

trying to find answers to questions

I’ve had since 2010.”

And while Tess, 46, decides

whether her marriage can be saved,

heat can reveal her ordeal isn’t over

yet… Rhian, who is engaged to

former Corrie actor Oliver Mellor,

is releasing a tell all book. “Rhian

has been writing the book for the

past 18 months. She’s in talks with

publishers about the memoir, which

is pretty steamy, and details her

It’s been a trying 

few weeks  

for Tess

relationships with Vernon and 

others,” the insider reveals.

“There’s a few chapters on her 

inappropriate texting with Vernon 

in 2010, but she had been struggling 

with her ending – well, now she  

has it. Not to mention the recent 

extra publicity to remind the  

public of the scandal.”

We hope Vernon’s been really 

honest about what’s gone on, as 

we’re told the book could be out later 

this year. ■ laura martin

of “inappropriate” texts to Rhian,

29, along with other glamour

models. At the time, he said, “I’ve 

been an idiot and I’ve let my family 

down.” Strictly presenter Tess 

chose to stand by him for the sake  

of their two daughters, Amber, now 

six, and Phoebe, ten, saying later, 

“We were able to move on because 

we both want the same things – we 

want a loving family together.”

But, the source says, the trust was 

diicult to rebuild, and their 13-year 

marriage has been rocky ever since. 

“There has always been tension 

between them,” we’re told. “Things 

would sometimes get very awkward 

backstage at Strictly, when he would 

take the kids to see her there.”

After Vernon admitted this week 

to sending more messages to Rhian 

– as well as allegedly suggesting 

hotel meet-ups and dinner dates – 

he attempted to smooth things  

over and released a statement  

on Facebook, claiming Tess knew 

about the texts and that there  

was “never any inappropriate 

The star struggles as husband Vernon

is caught up in ANOTHER sexting scandal

‘I don’t know
what the
future holds’

h e a r t b r o k e n  t e s s :

Vernon:  

plonker

Rhian has 

history with 

Vernon
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cousin:

“Her
baby
plans
areoff”
does beyonce think her marriage
is too rocky for another child?

bey’s

B
eyoncé and Jay Z 

are never too far 

from a divorce 

rumour. Now  

the singer’s 

cousin Shanica 

Knowles has added fuel to 

the fire by exclusively telling 

heat that the couple’s plans 

to give their daughter  

Blue Ivy, four, a sibling are 

“definitely of” while they 

try to fix their marriage.

Florida-born actress 

Shanica tells us, “Any baby 

plans are on hold right now. 

I know they wanted to give 

Blue a brother or sister, but 

it’s no secret things have 

been rocky. I guess the last 

thing Bey wanted to do right 

now is fall pregnant again 

while they try to get things 

back on track. 

“She’s busy with her tour, 

so we’ll see what happens, 

but for now, any plans

for another mini-Carter

are definitely of.”

She’s not wrong about

things being pretty “rocky” 

between Mr and Mrs 

Carter. Over the past  

few years, the power  

couple have had to bat of

numerous whispers about

alleged afairs, with Jay

being linked to Rihanna,

Rita Ora and singer Mya –

not to mention designer

Rachel Roy, who was

supposedly the trigger for

that kicky-lift session with

Bey’s sister Solange after

the Met Ball in May 2014.

Plus, as heat reported

last month, Bey has asked

Jay to stay at home while

she heads out solo on her

three-month world tour,

starting in May, to get

some “space”.

Throughout all this, the 

couple have been keeping 

characteristically tight-

lipped about the state of 

their marriage. But friends 

have been openly talking 

about how bad things are  

at home between them at 

the moment. A source also 

backed up what Shanica 

revealed, saying, “Bey has 

come close on numerous 

occasions to wanting to  

try for another child, but  

she refuses to use a baby  

to try and fix their  

marriage problems.”

Bey said  

back in 2013,  

“I would like 

more children.

I think my

daughter needs

some company.

I definitely love

being big sister,” and the

insider added, “The timing

is just not right. Bey and Jay

have been spending a lot

of time apart lately due to

their work commitments.

They’re just not thinking

about having another

baby right now.

“They’re still very much in

crisis mode at the moment

and it looks as if the next

three months are going to

be make or break for their

relationship. Bey is still

hopeful they can keep

their marriage alive.”

■ lauramartin

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E

Jay and Bey’s 

marriage is 

under strain

No bro or sis 

for little Blue 

Ivy, then
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Vicky’s mum:

nonsense. And having watched her

on Geordie Shore, I know the truth

isn’t always how it appears on TV.  

If he did break her heart, I wouldn’t 

do anything to him, but I would  

be there for Vicky, to comfort her. 

But hopefully, it won’t come to that. 

I think my Vicky is too switched  

on to let that happen – she  

is nobody’s fool, that’s for sure.  

She’s happy spending time with 

him, and I guess that’s what counts.”

Vicky, 28, certainly looked happy

in a series of selfies Spencer posted

from their Monaco trip. Caroll tells 

heat she had an “amazing time”, 

adding, “Vicky said it was like  

a diferent world. For the people  

in Made In Chelsea, it’s probably 

normal, but Vicky grew up in 

Newcastle and we just don’t live that 

sort of lifestyle. Things like that still 

wow her.” Wowed enough to make 

things oicial, Vic? ■ Lucy Vine 

Caroll Pattison talks to heat
about Vicky’s romantic mini break

and Spencer’s cheating past

to them. I’m not sure

if he’s her Mr Right,

it’s too early days

to say. Vicky told me

she really likes him,

but I haven’t bought

a hat yet. She has

my approval, but

she has to make her

own choices in life.”

As a choice, it’s

a controversial one.

On Made In Chelsea, Spencer, 26,

dated (and cheated on) pretty much

every one of his co-stars, including 

Lucy Watson, Louise Thompson, 

Stephanie Pratt and Lauren  

Hutton – but Caroll isn’t holding  

his past against him. “I love Made  

In Chelsea,” she says. “I’ve watched 

Spencer over the years with 

diferent girls. I know he has this 

cheating reputation, but Vicky isn’t 

stupid and won’t stand for any 

I
n the space of a week,  

Vicky Pattison’s gone from 

confessing she’s kinda seeing 

Spencer Matthews “a little bit”, 

to going on actual holiday  

to Monaco with the guy. 

Things are moving quickly  

between the pair, who met on  

I’m A Celebrity...Get Me Out Of 

Here! last year, but only started 

dating a few weeks ago. And it’s not 

just holidays and cosy date nights 

(including an evening last week 

watching magician Dynamo’s show),  

heat can reveal the Geordie Shore 

star has already introduced Spencer  

to her mam  – and Mrs Pattison’s 

given her seal of approval.

“I met him a couple of weeks ago,” 

says Caroll Pattison, speaking 

exclusively to heat last week.  

“He seems like a nice, pleasant lad. 

He was a bit unsure of our Geordie 

accents, but I’m sure he will get used 

“I’ve already
met Spencer 
– but I’m not
buying a 
hat just yet”

Mum Caroll approves 

of Vicky’s new bloke

Di�erent world 

– same old selfies
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T
hey’vebeenplagued

bydivorcerumoursover

thepastyear,andlast

weekVictoriaandDavid

Beckhamfacedmore

speculationthattheir

17 yearmarriagecouldbein

troubleafterhesteppeddownas

directorof herfashioncompany.

DocumentsobtainedbyaUS

websiterevealedthat inDecember

2014,David“secretlyresigned”

asdirectorof hercompany,VBL

withRadarOnlineclaimingthat

separatingtheirfinancesisasign

thecoupleareheadingfordivorce.

Arepforthecouplehasexplained

thatthesplitofthebusinesseswas

simplyforaccountingpurposes,

butsourcestellheat thatthesplit

stories leftVictoria“devastated.”

IntrueVBstyle, thestar who’s

spendingtheEasterholidaysinLA

withDavid,40,andtheir fourkids

tooktosocialmediatopost“happy

family”pictures inanattempt

toovershadowtherumours.

“Theycertainlytriedtokeepthis

quiet,”afriendtellsus. “Thefact

thatall theseaccusationsareonline

isdistressingforVictoriaandfor

themasafamily.It’s likesheposted

thatpicofDavidsewingHarper’s

doll’sdresspartlyasawaytohold

of the rumours, but it doesn’t seem

to have worked. Ultimately, she and

David are committed to each other,

but she didn’t want this news getting

out and certainly didn’t want

people reading anything into it.”

As David steps down as director of
vb’s company, the couple face scrutiny

As heat reported two weeks ago,

Victoria, 41, is pushing herself

harder than ever to make her 

fashion line a success, meaning

she’s spending less time with  

David. As far back as last summer,

insiders claimed the couple were

sometimes leading virtually 

separate lives due to their work.

“They do spend a lot of time apart,”

confirms our source. “Moving back

to the UK a few years back hasn’t

been the blessing to their marriage

they hoped it would be. They’re still

rarely in the same place due to work

commitments and still struggle to

spend enough time together. When

they do travel, it’s as a family. David

and Victoria are long overdue a trip

for just the two of them, but at this

point it is diicult to fit in. When

they’re working, they find it hard

to get quality time together, and

that shows no sign of changing

any time soon.” ■ lauren franklin

Becks is no 

longer part of 

VB’s company

Vic Insta’d 

these cute 

family snaps 

last week

Victoria
‘devastated’
over new split
rumours
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A n d s h e m e a n s b u s i n e s s by n a b b i n
L e o n a r d o D i C a p r i o ’ s a c t i n g c o a c h

Taylor: ‘I’m
ditching
pop for
Hollywoo

I
t’s been 18 months since she 

released 1989, and if our 

highly-scientific Taylor Swift 

calculations are anything to go 

by, the singer is usually back  

in the studio and on to the next 

album by now. But not this time,  

as our spies tell us the 26-year-old 

pop powerhouse is planning to shift 

gears and head to Hollywood. 

“Taylor’s been in the music 

industry since she was 14 and she 

feels it’s time to pursue her passion 

for acting,” a friend tells heat. 

And it’s boyfriend Calvin Harris, 

32, who’s been playing stage mum 

by signing Taylor up for classes  

with top acting coach Larry Moss.

“Calvin found Larry for her. He’s 

one of Hollywood’s best acting 

coaches and has taught Oscar 

winners from Leonardo DiCaprio 

to Hilary Swank,” says the friend.

Also joining the “Get Taylor To 

Hollywood” team is another Oscar 

winner, Reese Witherspoon. The 

two were spotted having dinner last 

week at Madeo in West Hollywood, 

so the actress could pass on her 

insider knowledge. “Reese is ev

helping Tay choose an agent,” s

our source. “She’s keen to set up

a meeting for Taylor with her ow

agent, Bryan Lourd.

“Taylor also spoke to some

of Reese’s actor friends at her 4

birthday party recently, includ

Jen Aniston and Nicole Kidma

who were all giving her tips.”

According to friends, breakin

Hollywood would be icing on

the cake for the star right now.

“She’satapointinherlifewhe

she’sincrediblycontent.Shean

Calvinareabouttobuyahome

andsettledown,soshenowwan

topursueotherprofessional

goals,”saysourinsider.

It’s not the first time Tay’s tried

her hand at acting. She’s had

small roles in The Giver, New Girl

and 2010’s Valentine’s Day with

then-boyfriend Taylor Lautner

(yes,weforgotaboutthatone,too).

We’llbreezepastthefact

criticscalledherperformance

“painful”and“unwatchable”.

■LaurenFranklin
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Tay-Tay  

takes on 

Tinseltown

Last weekend, Lady Gaga
celebrated her 30th birthday
at Hollywood’s swanky No
Name club, and anyone who’s

anyone was there. 
Almost. One 

notable absentee 
was Katy Perry, 
which was 
strange as the 

two have been mates since
last year’s Met Ball (see inset
pic). According to sources,
Katy’s name was left o� the
list due to the bad blood with 
arch-nemesis Taylor Swift. 
“Gaga’s team were told that 
under no circumstances would 
Taylor come if Katy was there, 
so Gaga had her assistants tell 

Katy’sthepartywasfull.Katy’s
people were stunned, saying
she’dbereallyembarrassed
asshe’dtoldboyfriendOrlando
Bloom they were going,” said 
our source. Diva drama aside, 
did anyone else notice Lady G 
seems to have swapped the 
engagement ring Taylor Kinney 
gave her for a wedding band? 

gaga tells katy:‘you’re not invited
to my party...because taylor is’

Is that a wedding 

ring, we spy?A
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Taylor had  

a minor role 

in The Giver

Valentine’s Day 

was, honestly, 

really bad

Madonna 

sarnie, 

anyone?
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Chiam are 

looking for a 

place in the sun

L
ast week heat told you

that new hot celeb couple

Cheryl Fernandez Versini

and Liam Payne were 

shackedupinLA,

shunningthe nightlife

to spend evenings in their rented

mansion making sweet music

together. Now we can reveal that

the pair are taking things up a notch

by shopping for their own home

in Malibu on the, um, tastefully

named Billionaires’ Beach.

But rather than Chezza, 32,

pushing for the move, it’s 22 year

old Liam who’s suggested it, and

is splashing the cash. Fans spotted

him casually dressed in a blue

hoodie last weekend while out

house hunting in Malibu.

We hear he and Cheryl looked

at a $13.5m three bedroom

Spanish style beach house,

equipped with gym and sauna;

and a $14.5m home renovated by

world famous interior designer,

Trip Haenisch, that boasts

“ample space for entertaining”

as well as a library and bar.

“Cherylwasabittakenabackwhen

Liamsaidhewantedtobuythem

ahouse,butwhenheshowedher

onesheliked,shestartedtoget

reallyexcited,”afriendtellsheat.

“She’srealised,aftereverything

she’sbeenthrough,sheshould

embracetheexciting,happytimes

andenjoythe‘crazyride’withLiam.”

With famous residents such

as Courteney Cox, and with Calvin

Harris and Taylor Swift having

a house built there (imagine the

Neighbourhood Watch meetings),

Billionaires’ Beach will give the

couple the privacy they crave.

“They can go about their lives

without the constant paparazzi

and being in the spotlight of what 

Cheryl calls the ‘circus’ back  

home,” says our Chiam insider.

“While she’d never relocate to  

the US full time, Cheryl is keen to 

make LA her second home. They’ve  

even spoken about getting a dog,  

as she misses her pups when she’s 

away, and says that a house on the 

beach needs a dog to run around  

on the sand.” She’s not wrong there. 

Liam looking for an LA base comes 

as no surprise amid rumours he’s 

writing tracks for Jennifer Lopez’s 

new album, and with One Direction 

BFF Louis Tomlinson moving 

stateside to be close to son Freddie. 

However, Chezza will to have  

to put all her trust in her toy boy’s 

tastes, as she’ll be back in the UK 

this week for X Factor auditions. 

Cut to Simon Cowell on FaceTime 

vetoing properties. ■ Lauren franklin

Cheryl and Liam 
hunt for LA love nest
Chiam have been spotted browsing 

multi-million dollar houses in Malibu

Chez posted this 

snap of Liam in 

LA over Easter
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I
f it couldn’t be Joey or

Chandler, we’re glad

it’s Johnny McDaid.

Last week, Courteney 

Cox was spotted  

in Malibu with her 

musician ex-fiancé, nearly 

four months after ending 

their engagement. And 

insiders tell heat it’s down  

to the matchmaking of 

Court’s daughter, Coco, 11.

“Coco begged them to give 

things a second chance,” 

says a friend close to the 

actress, who was previously 

married to actor David 

Arquette (who’s Coco’s 

dad). Last week, photos 

emerged of Courteney, 51, 

and Johnny, 39, on a cosy 

walk with Coco,

followed by lunch

and shopping in LA,

and they were later seen

on a romantic dinner date.

The actress’ representative

confirmed, “[Courteney

and Johnny] really care  

for each other and they’re 

spending time together.” 

The insider adds, “Coco was 

gutted when her mom split 

from Johnny, so she’s been 

playing Cupid ever since. 

She got them together over 

Easter to talk things out, 

and they realised there’s 

still a lot of love between 

them. It seems they’re ready 

to compromise more.” The 

pair split in December after 

rows over everything from

a clash over their pre-nup,

to his smoking habit.

The Friends actress –  

who dated the Snow Patrol 

guitarist for just six months 

before getting engaged  

in June 2014 – hasn’t got  

her ring back on just yet,  

but insiders say it’s only a 

matter of time. “Courteney 

is telling all her friends the 

engagement is back on,” 

says the insider. “And it’s all 

thanks to Coco. Everyone’s 

so happy.” ■ lucy vine

She’s back with her fiance,
thanks to an 11 year old…

Courteney: ‘The
engagement’s  
back on with 
Johnny’

The couple were 

snapped on  

a lunch and 

shopping date

Coco: she’s got 

 

Theystayedliving 
togetherforthe sake  

oftheirkidsafter their 
split last year, but it 

looks like Ben Affleck 
and Jennifer Garner 

are finally parting 
ways. Moving vans 
were spotted at the 

$45million mansion 
that the couple, who 

married in 2005, 
shared. The pair 
continue to put  

on a united front, 
however, and were 

even seen taking 
their three children 
to church together 
on Easter Sunday.

ALSO 
THIS week...

ZaynMalikisselling
thehomehebought

forthemumofhisex
PerrieEdwardsinabid

to bin “every trace” of 
their relationship after 

their split last year. 
The 23 year old bought 

the three-bedroom 
house for the Little 
Mix singer’s mum, 

Debbie, during their 
two-year engagement, 

but according to 
reports, she is now set 
to leave the property. 

…zayn moves on

BigBangTheoryactressMayimBialik told  
theNYTimesthatherco-starsareoverpaid  

andoneofthem,KaleyCuoco,isnotimpressed.  
A source revealed, “She’s furious at Mayim’s 

betrayal and is telling friends it’s just sour grapes 
because Mayim isn’t as popular.” The show’s 

three main actors – Kaley, Johnny Galecki and 
Jim Parsons – all earn $1million per ep, while 

Mayim is said to earn a ‘measly’ $100,000  
an episode in her role as Amy Farrah Fowler.

...the big bang gang falls  out

...Ben finally moved out
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I
f you didn’t start today

with a cup of hot lemon

water at 4.30am, followed

by three morning

workouts, then you are

FAILING AT LIFE.

Or, at least, you’re failing

at being Jennifer Aniston.

Last week, the actress

admitted the drastic lengths

she goes to in order to look

so amazing but friends

say her exercise obsession

is taking its toll on her

marriage to Justin Theroux.

“I’m up at 4.30am/5am,” Jen

revealed last week. “Usually,

I’ll make my standard cup of hot

water with a slice of lemon, then

I’ll go do a workout of some sort.

I have a trainer a wonderful

woman. We spin for half an hour,

and then do yoga for 40 minutes.

That’s pretty intense.” But those

two workouts are never enough

for Jen, 47, who married fellow

actor Justin, 44, last August.

“Then I go to a gym,” she says.

“I do strength training or my

own thing on the treadmill, bike

or elliptical, to change things up.”

If you’re wondering where she

finds the time for all this gymming,

Justin’s been thinking the same.

“Jen is obsessed with her exercise

and Justin thinksit’soverkill,” says

heat’s insider. “Heworriesabouther

‘Obsess
Jen wo
3 times
– and J
not hap
The former Friends 
actress is putting 
everyone in the 
world to shame 
with her intensive 
exercise routine 

be

he

be

fro

ran

on

tom

ric

too

we

thi

to g

“As well as her morning

routine,shesometimessqueez

in extra classes or goes for a ru

Justin worries she’s going to en

up fainting from exhaustion.”

Ugh, and we were so pleased

with ourselves for managing

three workouts a week*.

*Walking to the fridge

counts, right? ■ Lucy Vine

anas, blueberries, frozen
rries, stevia, a vegetable
of dynamic greens, maca
wder, and a little cacao.”

nch: For lunch, insiders 
ay it’s a salad made with 

  th pulled 
cken or 
white fish. 
We’re 
told  

dinner dish for a treat is “lean
carbonara,” adding,“On the
pasta, I put eggs, cheese,
turkey bacon, and a little 
sautéed red onion and garlic. 
It’s simple – no cream, no 
butter, no oil, no nothing.”
Snacks: Even Jen’s snacks  
are healthy. We’re told she eats 
frozen yogurt, dark chocolate, 
goji berries and chia seeds.
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T
hereisareasontheterm

“bitchyrestingface”was

invented andthatreason

isKourtneyKardashian.

Notevenregularvisits

toDisneyland,withher

adorableyetalso slightly moody

kids,Reign,MasonandPenelope,

cancheeruptheeldestKardash.

Weget it,Kourt,kidsaretiring,and

weknowyou’dratherbegettinglip

fillersorwhatever,but ifyoucan’tbe

happyatDisney,wherecanyoube?

IfKhloéwerehere,she’dbemaking

ajokeaboutGrumpytheDwarf

rightaboutnow…■ lucy Vine

Why does 
Kourtney 
hate Disney? 
It’s disneyland. it’s supposed to be the  
happiest place on earth. Cheer up, woman!
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ratty ride 
She’s asleep here. 

100 per cent asleep

sulky spin
Trip to Disneyland, or Shade-

Throwing World Championships? 

You decide. (North wins)

miserable minnie 
“Jeez, P. I just caught sight 

of my reflection. Why do 

I keep coming here?”

boredom boat 
Is Kourt’s worst enemy taking

this photo? It’s the only

explanation for that face 

glum guns 
Just imagine Scott’s latest 

side piece is the target, Kourt. 

At least that might be fun… 

the FAMOUS





Lamar tells Khloé:
‘My drinking is 

Khloe’s devastated as her ex Lamar blames
his relapse on their complicated relationship

L
ast week, a united

Kardashian

family attended

church together,

with a still-

recuperating

Lamar Odom joining them.

But if you thought he was

on the road to recovery,

you’ll be surprised to hear

he was in a bar just a few

hours earlier – and sources

tell heat that Lamar’s

claiming the situation

with his estranged wife

Khloé is what’s driving

him to drink.

Lamar – who was on

life support for a week,

following his collapse after

a drink and drugs binge

at a Vegas brothel on

13 October  – spent last

Sunday morning with

the Kardashians, before

heading to Kim and

Kanye’s Bel Air pad for

a family lunch. However,

just a few hours earlier

at 1am, Lamar, 36, was

pictured in Johnny

O’Brien’s Irish pub in

Sherman Oaks, LA, with

two male friends, where

he ordered “three Rémy

Martin cognac drinks”,

according to onlookers.

A source close to the

former basketball star

who’s still battling his way

back to full health tells

heat, “He hasn’t gotten

a straight answer from

Khloé as to where their

relationship stands, and

has told her it makes it hard

for him to quit drinking.

“He thinks they are back

together, but then he

doesn’t really know.

When it comes to holidays

like Easter, he feels

like he’s a part of the

family, but then the

next day, he doesn’t.”

The couple, who

married in 2009 and

splitin2013 arestill

technically married,

as the divorce papers

were never signed.

And even though

Khloé was dating

another basketball

player, James

Harden, at the time

of Lamar’s collapse,

insiders say he

believed they were

going to reunite when

she dropped everything

to be by his side. Now

it appears that isn’t

the case, the source

says he has given Khloé

an ultimatum.

“He’s said if she doesn’t

feel the same way as him,

sheshouldlethimgo,”we’re

told. “No more pretending

to be man and wife. Lamar

is feeling used for publicity

by the Kardashians. He

wants to know if they’re

still a couple. But she can’t

give him a definite answer.”

Perhaps it’s because she’s

just as confused. When

pictures of Lamar drinking

appeared online, Khloé

tweeted, “I hate this

feeling… helpless.”

A source says, “Khloé’s

exhausted from taking

care of Lamar. His

drinking blindsided her

he says he’ll never touch

drugs again, but just

knowing he was in a bar

brought up her old fears.

Lamar is making his own

decisions and deciding

he needs to drink. Khloé

is devastated at the

situation.”■ lauramartin

Lamar is 

back on the 

booze.  

Uh oh…

 ost two years since 
  tched on KUWTK 

 hat low-key Kimye 
 one?) and Kris Jenner 

   atings jackpot for the 
 en Rob Kardashian’s 
 c Chyna declared on 
  wanna have a baby!  

  arried!”, it’s no surprise 
 arted flashing in Kris’ 

  ce tells heat, “Kris has 
  l U-turn on this romance. 

It’s no secret she wasn’t keen at first,
but she now understands how happy
Blac makes him. She called her up
and gave her a grovelling apology
for resisting the relationship at first.

“She sees these two as a major 
money-spinning asset to the brand
and she’s planning all kinds of projects
for them, including their own six-part
reality show and a massive summer
wedding to be covered on KUWTK.
She wants Blac on the payroll.”

 tells Blac: 
ry Rob on our TV show’

Rob and 

Blac: saying 

“I do”?

“Fame-hungry? 

Moi? ”



Lamarhitthe

co�eethe

morningafter

his bar visit
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Always read the label1Cetraben Cream patient preference study, Sept 2013

Prescription
skincare
 without the
prescription

Cetraben
A unique formula that’s helped millions 
manage their dry and eczema-prone skin,
proving so popular that 96% of people 
would recommend it to a friend1. And now 
it’s available without prescription from 
major retailers as well as pharmacies. 
So you can easily get the same high 
quality care for your skin, without a visit 
to the doctors.

www.cetraben.co.uk

As close to your
skin as you are.

the FAMOUS
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it was the 
week that...

Britney  
should   
have upped 
her SPF

WHERE? Hawaii

WHEN? Tuesday 29 March

WHAT? We’re not going to lie – if we looked like  

this in a bikini,  we’d be all over the ’gram, too. Britney 

showed of her banging yoga bod – honed to hotness 

thanks to all the hours she’s spending doing sun 

salutations – on a recent tropical island hol with  

sons Jayden and Sean. Let’s hope she had some 

after-sun on hand, though. That sunburn is going to 

sting like a mother when she steps out of the shower.

“Look guys, it’s  

a levitating lettuce”
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Kate:overwhelmedby

thekalegoodness

Biebsruins

a perfectly good 

postcard moment 

Kate discovered kale
WHERE? Farmers’ market,  New York

WHEN? Wednesday 30 March

 WHAT? How embarrassing for Kate Winslet. 

There she is, stockpiling kale like it’s going out  

of fashion while we’ve all moved on to raw 

turmeric root. How can she ever show her face in 

Whole Foods again? We’re sure she’ll get over it, 

as she continues filming Collateral Beauty in 

New York. Speaking of beauty, maybe she’s born 

with it, maybe it’s Kalebelline. Yes, we went there.

Some fish got 
a good gawp at 

Bieber’s bits

That’s it, Brit,  

you play with  

the nice ball

WHERE? The Great Outdoors

WHEN? Sunday 27 March

 WHAT? We probably know Bieber’s 

arse better than our own. Not content 

with pulling down his pants on ancient 

Mayan grounds in Mexico and giving 

his cheeks an airing last summer, last 

week he decided to strip of by a lake 

and post it up on Instagram as quick  

as his little thumbs could manage.  

OK, bro, we get it, you work out.



Reduces itching from 2 weeks.

Clinically proven to reduce scaling.*
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Search for Dermalex online or speak to your Pharmacist at

*Average symptom improvement in 6wks when used 3 times a day.

ALSO AVAILABLE: GEL TREATMENT FOR  



WHERE? London
WHEN?Wednesday 30 March
WHAT? Dermot O’Leary knows how to give the people what they want.
Not only did he just announce his return to The X Factor after quitting last 
year, he also promised to dust of his dancing shoes for some more smooth 
dad moves and posed with X Factor 2010’s most iconic star. No, not One 
Direction Wagner, obvs. Even more excitingly, there are also rumours  
that Louis Walsh is set to make a return. We. Cannot. Wait. 

Dermot reunited 
with Wagner

it was the 
week that...

Brad Pitt did 
some DIY
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Hollywood star,  

aisle nine

“Babes, itwasn’t

THATfunny…”

WHERE? B&Q, London

WHEN? Monday 28 March

 WHAT? Brad left Angie holding some 

shelves in place at their Surrey home 

while he popped out to his local B&Q. 

He couldn’t quite crack a smile, but 

there’s not much to grin about in a land 

of floor tiles and chrome taps, is there?

WHERE? Indian Wells, California

WHEN?Saturday 26 March

WHAT?Kaley Cuoco seems to find rumoured new BF, equestrian 

Karl Cook, hi-la-ri-ous as they have a real low-key date in the front 

row of an international tennis match. At least he wasn’t licking her 

forehead, as Instagrammed by the pair earlier this week. Yuck. 

Brad!

Kaley showed off  
   

“Is there raw turmeric 

root in my teeth?”

You wearing  
my hat, dude?
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 T
hey say don’t work with children 

or animals, but nobody said 

anything about prop lobsters. 

From the moment heat arrives 

in Derby for our aquatic-themed 

shoot with Gogglebox’s Siddiqui 

family – dad, Sid, 71, and sons 

Umar, 38, and Baasit, 33 – we 

can’t get them away from the 

plastic creature, now affectionately known  

as “Lobby”. It’s exactly the kind of random 

brilliance we’ve come to expect from the 

Siddiqui family, who’ve endured all seven 

series of C4’s hit show (Sid’s wife and their 

three other kids don’t appear). And as they 

waddle around in their wetsuits, taking selfies 

and teasing each other about who looks best  

in the skin-tight rubber (Sid), we ask our fave 

family about celeb fans, Twitter dates and 

crying at Crufts. Let’s dive in (snorkel joke)…

After seven series on Gogglebox, are  

you officially famous now? How often  

do you get stopped in the street?

Sid: Very often, if I’m honest with you. But 

everyone is full of praise – especially for these 

two – saying how lovely they are.

Baasit: It’s the other way round for us. 

Everyone saying, “Oh, I love your dad, he’s 

wonderful,” and we go, “No, he’s a monster.”

Umar: There’s a lot of female attention – 

women love Dad.

S: Oh, but that’s respect, not…

We beg to differ. Umar, you’re single  

– if a fan tweeted you about a date,  

would you be up for it?

U: Yeah, I would. I mean, I guess it would 

depend a bit.

B: What would it depend on? How hot she is?

W E ’ R E  U S E D  T O  S E E I N G  S I D ,  B A A S I T  A N D  U M A R  O N 

T H E I R  S O F A .  N O W  L U C Y  V I N E  J O I N S  T H E M  S W I M M I N G

T H E  H E A T  I N T E R V I E W

      BEING ON 
GOGGLEBOX
IS LIKE LIVING
IN A FISHBOWL 

The 
Siddiquis: 
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L-R: Baasit, 

Umar and Sid. 

Which one of you 

left the tap on?



Lookingveryproud

withtheNTAFactual

EntertainmentAward

Definitelynot

slouchingwith

Poldark–aka

AidanTurner
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U: Yeah, basically how hot she is

[Laughs.] It has happened, actually.

There hasn’t been a date through

Twitter, but plenty of proposals.

Somebody wrote that I’d make the

perfect wife. [All look confused.]

You can’t help but get attention

now, it’s like living in a fishbowl.

B: I have more of a gay fanbase.

I’m told it’s massive, but I think

it’s just one really large gay fan.

S: We are all looking for a suitor for

Umar. Not that we’re going to force

him into it, but we do want him to

find someone. I got a funny tweet

recently, saying, “I would love to 

marry someone like Sid.” And  

I tweeted back and said, “Well, 

there is someone who is very much 

like me, but much younger and 

handsomer.” And she replied,   

“As much as I respect and love 

Umar, it would be weird to go  

out with someone and fancy  

their dad.” I didn’t reply.

B: The Sunday roast would  

be awkward.

heat will find Umar  

a celeb girlfriend – who  

would be the ideal?

U: There would have to be 

definitely no slouching next

to Aidan Turner.

S: It’s overwhelming when

something like that happens.

The best one for me was when

we went to Edinburgh Fringe…

B: Jon Snow the newsreader came

over, didn’t he? He talked for ages.

He’s a big fan of Gogglebox.

U: He said to me, “You always look

like there’s a private joke you’re

telling yourself that only you get.”

Er, is that a compliment, or did

you get dissed by Jon Snow?

U: [Laughs.] I don’t know, I took

it as a compliment.

What celeb would you like  

to share your sofa with for 

series eight?

S: How about Lord Sugar? 

B: He’d just keep telling  

us we’re fired.

U: It needs to be someone you  

can just watch telly with, and  

not be watching them.

B: That’s the thing, isn’t it?  

You couldn’t have, like, Michelle 

Keegan sitting there.

Do you  all watch Gogglebox 

yourselves? 

B: I watch it, yeah.

S: I used to, but then I got upset for

one reason or another, so I decided

not to. It makes me cringe over

things I’ve said. And then it puts you 

on edge about what you’re going to 

say next. The couple of times we’ve 

not been in an episode, I’ve watched 

it and really enjoyed it. But when 

we’re in it, I think, “No, no, no.”

B: Sometimes there’s that feeling, 

too, of, “Oh, why weren’t we used for 

that bit?” or, “When are we going to 

be shown?” But then when you are 

on, you’re like, “Ugh, why did I say 

that? Why am I sitting like that?” 

There was something about boxer 

shorts the other day and when

it came up, I was like, “God,

I completely forget I said that.”

U: Yeah, see, that’s the reason

I don’t tend to watch it. And the 

show is about people saying normal 

things, but there’s nothing normal 

about me watching myself on telly. 

B: The funniest thing is watching 

with my wife, Mel. She’ll laugh 

about everyone else, and then  

it’ll come to me and she shakes her 

head and says, “Why did you say 

that? You’re so embarrassing.” 

[Laughs.] Now I make a point  

of trying to embarrass her.

When are you getting her on 

the show? And your wife, Sid?

B: My wife doesn’t want to know. 

They ask her and she says no way.

something between the ears

as well. Rachel Riley?

S: Who?

B: From Countdown, Dad but

not Vorderman. Although, maybe

Carol Vorderman, Umar?

We’ll ask both. Do you

have any celeb fans?

B: Ooh, I’ll tell you who got me

starstruck Maisie Williams.

She came up to me at the National

Television Awards in January and

said, “We love you guys!” and

I was like, “What are you talking

about? We love you!”

S: Who is Maisie Williams?

B: [Rolls eyes.] That’s exactly what 

happened at the NTAs – Dad had  

a selfie with her and then went, 

“Who is she?” Dad, she’s the girl 

from Game Of Thrones.

U: Aidan Turner’s also a fan. I was 

outside having a cigarette at the 

NTAs and he came over. It was like 

I was looking at myself from above 

– watching myself just casually 

chatting to Poldark. And I was  

very conscious of the fact that  

I was trying to make myself look…

B: …More like Poldark?

U: Yeah! I was standing straighter P
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THE GOGGLEBOXERS REALLY MADE THE MOST OF 
THEIR GLITZY NIGHT OUT AT THE NTAS IN JAN…

The lads with 

Jamie Oliver, 

(right) and 

’Enders’ Richard 

Blackwood

   “I DON’T WATCH THE SHOW IF WE’RE ON IT  

ANY MORE – IT MAKES ME CRINGE” – SID

S I D D I Q U I S A B O U T T O W N
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S: Definitely not. I mean, my wife

is brilliant, she’s got a wicked sense

of humour, but she’s a shy person,

so she’d feel a lot of stress.

U: I think if Mum or Mel were  

on it, it would just be a lot  

of them rolling their eyes.

S: Or Mum would fall asleep.

That would be brilliant telly! 

We know you tend to prefer  

the more serious shows – do 

you ever refuse to watch things 

like Take Me Out?

B: What did we watch the other 

day? That hypnosis thing  You’re 

Back In The Room. That was 

embarrassingly silly.

S: I used to react more, but actually 

I think the producers saw that  

and they liked it. They want you  

to find it annoying, so I decided  

to play them at their own game  

and laugh along.

B: They sometimes get us to  

watch rude stuf, because that’s  

a bit awkward, but Dad says the 

most inappropriate things. 

Umar, didn’t you cry  while  

you were watching Crufts?

B: Yes! [Claps.]

U: It was my contact lens! 

B: For the record, he cried  

at Crufts.

S: If he had cried, it would’ve  

been at, “Why on Earth are  

we watching this shit?”

But you clearly love doing the

show. Would you ever leave?

S: No, I don’t think so. I really

look forward to it, it’s just fun.

Not even for a glitzy, A-list 

showbiz career?

S: We are way, way down the 

alphabet scale of fame.

B: Yeah, you know when you have 

spreadsheets and you get past the  

Z column and have to go down to 

Za, Zb, Zc  we’re down there.  

Right at the end.

U: And Baasit has just illustrated 

our celebrity coolness very  

well there, by talking about 

spreadsheets. Celebrities  

don’t do spreadsheets.

Umar, you’re into music –  

what if you got offered  

a record deal?

U: That, I would leave my job for. 

I’ve always loved music. I wouldn’t 

mind writing the theme for 

Gogglebox. We can all get involved, 

we are a bit of a musical family.

B: I’m not.

U: OK, you can sit at the back, 

playing with Lobby [the plastic 

lobster] and a triangle.

What about writing a book? 

Scarlett Moffatt’s got one 

coming out…

B: [Laughs.] Yeah, we could do that. 

Or some of the others have done 

reality shows. I’ve always said no  

to reality shows, but I don’t know

now actually. I’d like to do the

Mission Survive Bear Grylls one,

but he takes it to a diferent level 

and drinks his own wee. I don’t 

mind the mountain climbing  

and all that, but I’d draw the line  

at drinking my own urine.

That seems reasonable.  

And Umar, you could go  

on First Dates…

U: Yeah! Actually, we know 

someone who works on that  

show, and I did say, “Well, what 

about me going on?” But because 

I’m already on a Channel 4 show...  

If they do a special celebrity

version, though, I’m in!

There’s always Dinner Date,

too.  Can you cook?

U: No. I have a couple of go-to 

dinners I can do. I make this thing 

called tartiflette. It’s just a French 

potato and cheese pie. One of my 

friends goes over to France and 

brings me back the cheese I need. 

[Turns to Bassit.] It’s the one  

I stunk the fridge out with that  

time. But my date could only  

have that, she’d have to bring  

her own dessert with her.

Speaking of dessert, Sid –

how’s Weight Watchers

going? You look great!

S: It’s brilliant. I haven’t lost lots,

but I didn’t want to lose too much

anyway. So far, I’ve lost 2st . I’m

8lb away from my target weight.

U: I’ve been told a few times that

we look like slobs on the sofa – but 

that’s the look we’re going for. You 

don’t want to watch telly in a posh 

outfit, do you?

B: You should wear your PJs more 

– it’s your house. You usually  

watch TV in your Mickey Mouse 

pyjamas, don’t you?

That’s the outfit for the next 

series sorted, then… ■

Gogglebox is on Channel 4, 

Fridays, 9pm

Ofcoursetheymade

timetorideon

heat’sNTAtrain

With Dermot, too? 

This lot really get 

around

“AIDAN TURNER  

IS A FAN. HE CAME  

OVER TO ME AT THE 

NTAS”  – UMAR

Umar (top) and Baasit 

(right) with their 

younger brother Raza 

back in the ’80s
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Spotted
● PETER ANDRE

shopping atCabotCircus

inBristol.He leftHugo

Bosswithplentyof bags,

andabig smile onhis face.

Spottedby Polly

● TYGER DREW-

HONEY (from

Outnumbered) atPunta

Cana International

Airport, in thebarprior

toboarding aflight to

Gatwick.Hewas there

enjoying apre flight drink

and fagwithhis parents.

SpottedbyAlex

● Ahandsomer than

expectedJEREMY

O’CONNELL (CBB)

exciting a groupof girls

as hewalked through

Brightonwearing

sports shorts

over the topof

apair of black

leggings.

Spotted

byJordan

● TheJump stars

SID OWEN, LOUISA

LYTTON, DEAN

CAIN, REBECCA

ADLINGTON and

ex EastEnders actress

BROOKE KINSELLA

all dining atTheHouse

of HoonPercyStreet,

inLondon’sFitzrovia.

SpottedbyEsra

● Acting types

TRACEY ULLMAN,

TIM BROOKE-TAYLOR

and RICHARD E

GRANT watching

ThePainkiller inLondon.

ActorADRIAN LESTER

wasalso there, standing

outside the theatre.

SpottedbyHelen

● GeordieShore’s

SCOTTY T inLondon’s

Victoria station.He took

the time to chat andhave

photos taken, even though

hewas in a rush to catch a

train.SpottedbyClaire

● KATE FORD (Corrie’s

TracyBarlow) andKATE

THORNTON having

Sunday lunch in the

Paxtonpub inGipsy

Hill, southLondon,with

friends andchildren.

KateForddidher

make up twice at the

table.SpottedbyJerri

●RapperKENDRICK

LAMAR walking along

the cli�swithhis crewat

Bondi beach,Australia.

SpottedbyDave

● Avery glamNICOLE

KIDMAN arriving

atSydneyAirportwith

her cutedaughters.

SpottedbyLiv

● Footie ledgeKENNY

DALGLISH in the

PullmanHotel, Liverpool,

havinghis photo taken

with a fan after aWetWet

Wet concert.Spotted

byAnnaandKate

Seen a famous doing something random? Tweet us with your sightings! #Spotted

heat@heatmag.com

/heatworld

@heatworld

Jake wood
● ’Aveabanana,

EmsCocksedge,

for thispicture

ofour favourite

EastEnder.

● BRANDY getting

very,veryexcitedwhile

watchingtheLakers

gameinLAwithapal.

WIN £100*

Sendyour

non selfieselfie™to

heat@heatmag.com

The O�ce
star
MACKENZIE
CROOK and
his family
outside
Gion Corner
Theatre
in Kyoto,
Japan.
Spotted
byMatt

Celebrity
Big Brother

alumni 
DANNIELLA 
ESTBROOK 

stuck in a 
tra�c jam  

outside 
Lakeside  

Shopping  
Centre.  

Spotted by Jo
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Seen
a celeb?

jake

They’re behind you!

into it!

top spot

crap spot
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ames Corden is in his

oice at CBS studios in 

West Hollywood, taking  

a minute to ponder just 

how far he’s come in the 

last year. It’s nearly 12 

months to the day since  

he recorded his first Late 

Late Show. Now he’s  

a bona fide US TV star 

whose show’s spawned  

the pop-culture phenomenon 

that is Carpool Karaoke. Justin 

Bieber’s appearance in that slot – where pop 

stars sing along to their own greatest hits in 

James’ car – has been watched over 68million 

times online, and 88million watched Adele. 

James likens

the experience of

making the show

four times a week

to creating a daily

paper. “The best and worst thing is that there’s

another one the next day. When you do one

that’s great, it’s almost harder, as you think, 

‘We have to do one as good as that tomorrow,’” 

explains the star, who shot to UK fame in 

sitcom Gavin & Stacey. 

heat is the first publication in the world to be 

given all-areas access behind the scenes of this 

massive entertainment machine, to observe 

up close and personal what James’ life is like as 

an American chat-show host. Today’s schedule 

involves not only the regular meetings and 

rehearsals to work out what will be in the show

and what he’ll ask his guests – Paul (Ant-Man)

Rudd and Batman V Superman’s Diane 

Lane– but also the filming of a sketch with 

Rudd (who, as I later discover, is also sleeping

over at Corden’s house) set in a men’s toilet.

Plus, there’s the recording of a song and dance

number featuring 25 dancers, which will form

the opening of Corden’s first primetime special 

– a one-of showcase right in the middle of 

CBS’ evening schedule when many millions 

more will be watching. All that has to be done 

James  Co 

heat’s boyd

It isn’t often 

Boyd is lost  

for words

Boyd Hilton goes behind the scenes with the brit star

on US TV phenomenon The Late Late Show

“Mariah didn’t 
realise she’d 
have to sing 
on Carpool  
Karaoke”
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in the six-and-a-half hours before the show

begins. “The show doesn’t start because it’s

ready,” says James. “It starts because it’s 5pm 

and that’s when it has to start.” Here’s what 

heat witnessed during the whirlwind of the 

163rd Late Late Show  With James Corden. 

10.30am Production Meeting
The first big meeting of the day is where all  

the heads of department, from the lighting  

guy to the director, gather while James’  

close friend, confidante and Exec Producer 

Ben Winston sits at the end of a big table

and fills everyone in on what the day holds.

Which is a lot.

11.05am Song & dance rehearsal
As soon as the production meeting is over,

James races down to the main studio floor

where the 25 dancers show him how the

climax of the routine will look. The song they’ll 

be dancing to is a reworking of Macklemore 

and Lewis’ hit Downtown, called Primetime. 

Sample lyrics sung by James: “I’ll make your 

TV shine brighter than a halo… all leading up

to a Carpool with J-Lo.”

12.04pm Actual song & dance 
Turns out the actual filming of the Primetime 

song and dance number is taking place on the

roof of the studio, under a baking sun. “At least

it’s not hot or anything,” quips Corden. He

watches the dancers strut their dazzling stuf,

then he steps in at the front of the troupe and

proceeds to strut his own stuf – in one take.

We must have missed the moment when he

was learning the complicated steps. Except

there wasn’t such a moment. He just kind  

of picked it up by osmosis. “That’s 10,000 

hours of me watching the Take That Live  

In Berlin video in my bedroom,” he jokes. 

WORLD

EXCLUSIV
Erden:

Just kicking  

back with heat 

magazine now

Singing in a car 

with Mariah: all 

in a day’s work
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12.43pm Opening Monologue

Brainstorm
Within seconds of James wiping the sweat  

of his brow from the Primetime production 

number, he’s back behind his desk for a meeting 

with his writing team about that night’s opening 

monologue, oicially called the Mono Jokes 

Pre Meeting. The seven writers have written 

five pages of jokes, and James and the producers 

go through each one, ticking those they like, 

ignoring others and putting a question mark by 

the jokes they like, but think could be finessed. 

1.07pm Paul Rudd sketch meeting
As soon as the Mono Jokes Pre Meeting has 

finished, the seven writers leave to rework  

the best jokes, and in comes another gaggle  

of writers and producers, today dubbed  

the “Urinal Gang”. They’ve come up

with a sketch for James and Paul Rudd,  

in which the two of them will be shown  

chatting at a urinal while they get down  

to a series of ever more extraordinary  

and inappropriate activities, from eating  

a massive sandwich to doing some knitting. 

The first seven minutes of the Urinal Gang 

meeting is taken up with James mooting  

a new regular segment for the show, in which 

celebrities show of their hidden talents.  

He’s been inspired because he recently  

attended a party where Iron Man director and

actor Jon Favreau was DJ-ing. “And I’ve never

seen a better DJ set in my life,” says James.

There then follows an extensive discussion  

of the pros and cons of the hidden talents idea. 

Corden’s hidden talent would be a Kanye West 

rap. Then they actually read through the sketch, 

James makes suggestions, and the Urinal Gang 

go away for some fine tuning.

1.20pm Lunch
Over a tuna lettuce wrap in his o

has a few minutes of downtime

known as lunch) to talk us throu

the phenomenon that is Carpoo

Karaoke. He explains how elate

they were when they convinced

Mariah Carey to do the first

one. “Although when she turned

up, the first thing she said

was, ‘I don’t have to sing do I?’,”

laughs James. Luckily, she

did and the rest is history.

The Carpool that changed

everything, though, was Stevie

Wonder. “Now I get people

asking to do it every day.”

The two rules are that it has

to be a huge singing star, and

James has to be a fan. Luckily, h

a fan of a lot of huge singing star

1.43pm Celeb Guest Pow-wow
The two segment producers who liaise with

the celeb guests arrive to brief James. It turns

out James and Paul Rudd are pretty good mates,

to the extent that the New York-based Paul and

his wife will be staying at the Cordens’ LA home

next weekend. James explains that he and his

wife Julia had to warn the Rudds about their new

   new ‘Tempur-Pedic’

 ich is wonderful, but

  ome getting used to.  

  an old people’s home 

  very restrictive while 

 . Once you commit  

  sition, you really have  

 e it out.” The segment 

ducers duly make note.

40pm Rehearsal
Within minutes of 

another monologue 

meeting to select the 

final jokes, James is 

own on set reeling them 

f during show rehearsal. 

eat gets involved in the 

dience participation  

, called “None Of The 

ve”, which features 

ble moments from  

 V news and a series  

Paul Rudd and 

Diane Lane go  

all Leo and Kate

James: colour 

blocking his way 

to US stardom

No pressure, 

James, but 

there’s A LOT 

riding on you

Time for  

heat to  

be quiet
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of multiple-choice options as to what happens  

next, always ending in, “none of the above”.  

It’s also the lighting director’s birthday,  

so James gets him to sit in his chair on the set, 

jokingly berates him for some fictional lighting 

crime, then gets the whole crew to sing Happy 

Birthday. Lighting dude grins with delight.

3.15pm The toilet sketch
Next comes the sketch with Paul Rudd, who’s  

a total pro, improvising next to James at the 

real-life urinal, telling him how much of a fan he 

is of Carpool Karaoke. They go through the skit 

four or five times, filmed from a variety of angles. 

In 45 minutes, it’s in the can. James then escorts 

Paul to the Green Room where he also meets  

and greets his other guest, Diane Lane.

4.35pm Hair, make-up and 
wardrobe
With barely half an hour to go before James  

will step out in front of the studio audience,  

he’s back in his oice to get his hair and make-up

done. He chooses his outfit right at the last

minute, opting for a checked blazer and dark

slacks rather than a straightforward suit. “I 

thought I’d go more playful tonight,” he smiles.

5pm The actual show
From the sidelines, standing next to Exec 

Producer Rob Crabbe, heat watches James  

glide through the show itself with total ease.  

He times the joke delivery to perfection, joshes 

with his band leader Reggie Watts, palpably 

loves the interaction with giddy audience 

members and gets Diane Lane and Paul  

Rudd to recreate a classic moment from  

Titanic, because, as it turns out, he 

auditioned for the Leo DiCaprio role.

6.15pm Post-show reflections
After the recording is over, James joins Exec  

Producer Ben for a chat on the roof and a final bit  

of reflection on his first year in this most unique 

of jobs. What’s been the highlight? Both Ben

and James agree it was their very first show.

“It’s been one long arc of a highlight,” says James.

“But I wonder if I’ll ever have a night like our  

first show, when we watched the East Coast  

feed of Twitter after it went out. I was ready  

for a barrage of abuse, but we couldn’t find

a bad tweet among them.”

“And then the reviews came in, which

were really positive, too,” adds Ben. CNN

said it was the most assured debut in late-

night chat-show history.

“I just thought, ‘We’re going to be alright,’”

smiles James.

Favourite guests? Ben mentions Bieber – their 

most regular guest, with four appearances so far. 

“My Bieber Bromance!” says James. “It’s been so 

great to form a wonderful working relationship 

with him. It’s a two-way partnership built on 

respect. It’s very flattering to see him talking 

about us in interviews and saying that him  

doing Carpool Karaoke has helped change  

the public perception of him.”

“He said he was most himself – in any  

interview he’s ever done – while he was  

doing Carpool Karaoke,” adds Ben. 

“It kind of sums up what we want the show  

to be about – allowing you to be shown at your 

best,” says James. “We only want you to shine.”

And, right now, shine is what James Corden  

is most certainly doing. But he’s still got the 

ending of that song and dance number to film.  

No rest for the Corden.

heat’s Boyd: 

learning from 

the master

This is where the 

magic happens

Boydpicks

upsome

contouringtips.

Probably

A lot of famous 

folk have been 

through this 

Green Room 

Some last-

minute  

script prep

     
WORLD

EXCLUSIV
E

If One Direction 

reform, James  

is a shoo-in
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in case you missed ryan seacrest’s show

Nick talked to Ryan about new
album Complicated – and reveale
that Jay Z came up with the title.
“I brought the album to Jay Z.
I had a title picked out, but he said
‘I think there’s a diferent title,
we can find something better for
this.’ He said, ‘Just tell me about
your year. What’s it been like?
What happened?’ I said, ‘Well,
this year was complicated.’ And
he was like, That’s your title.’”

James Corden popped in  
and chatted about his lovely 
wife, Julia Carey. “I’m  
very lucky,” he told Ryan.  
“I consider myself to have 
married the greatest woman 
on the Earth. The only thing 
that makes me doubt her is that 
she married me. The only fault 
I see in her is her choice of 
husband. Like, in every way 
you’re amazing, and you’ve 

married this? You’re an idiot.”

Ben A�eck’s been talking 
about Batman V Superman,
and admits things would be
very diferent for Superman
if he landed on Earth now.  
“If he really showed up today,
a lot of people would be afraid
of him. That’s sort of what 
happens with Batman – he’s
threatened and feels helpless,
and he’s, like, got to protect 
the world from Superman.”

nick’s name change

batty ben
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Editor 

Suzy Cox
Exactly how Kendall and Gigi are related. Blew my tiny mind

hot from...

superman  
or Donald  

Trump – where  
to start?

corden’s love

Tune in to listen to Ryan every 
weekday from 1pm - 4pm
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chris 
hemsworth

TORSO 
OF THE 
WEEK

After looking at this pic,

we want to hunt down

the huntsman star





shopper
Straight up
We all know nothing straightens  

hair quite like a ghd, so we’re  

super-excited about the fact they 

have just had a tropical makeover  

and now come in three gorgeous 

shades with a metallic sheen. Serious 

dressing-tableenvyguaranteed.
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see it. love it. buy it. wear it.

Clockwise from top: 

ghd Azores Limited- 

Edition Atlantic Jade 

Styler and Marine Allure 

Styler, both £130; 

ghd Serene Pearl 

Platinum Styler, £165

jo
Style editor

A realist. She’ll say
when you look good,

and how you can
look even better

Ellen
Deputy style

editor

Fashion fearless,
there’s no trend
Ellen won’t try

Sophie
Style intern

A real magpie
for bargains,
she’ll bring it

to you for less

Meet your Personal Shoppers
J - L A W ’ S  G O T  O N E ,  S O  W E ’ R E  G I V I N G  Y O U  T H R E E …
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What’s in MY
T H E  P E R S O N A L  S H O P P E R  T E A M  S H A R E  T H E  S T Y L E  F I N D S

A F T E R S P R I N G E S S E N T I A L S

A T S E R I O U S L Y G O O D P R I C E S

T H I N K I N G A H E A D T O T H E 

F E S T I V A L / W E D D I N G S E A S O N

Switch up your boring old
winter boots for these sassy

open-toe lace-ups.

Shoes, La Moda, £29.99

Always wanted a Chanel 
tweed jacket?

This’ll do for now...

Jacket, Primark, £20

You can never have
enough denim in your

wardrobe, right?

Skirt, New Look, £17.99

 
 

Because it’s finally acceptable
to start stocking up on bright

summer accessories!

Purse, Accessorize, £7

Because sweats don t have  
to mean sloppy. This top will 

dress up or down.

Sweatshirt, Topshop, £45

The perfect everyday  
earrings.

Earrings, Marc Jacobs @ 

Very Exclusive, £40

A fantasy festival buy – these will 
continue to sparkle even when 

you’re dancing in mud.

Boots, ASOS, £45

WEAR WITH
TIGHTS UNTIL
IT WARMS UP

T H I S  W E E K ,  J O  I S . . .T H I S  W E E K ,  S O P H I E  I S . . .
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This denim dress/sandal combo
is just perfect for spring. 

Dress, £50; Shirt (round waist), £35;
Shoes, £50, all River Island

The prettiest version of 
a denim jacket I’ve seen. 

Jacket, Zara, £29.99

A total bargain, this butter-soft
bomber looks so much more 

expensive than it is.

Jacket, New Look, £34.99

   
now and keep it stashed away 

for wedding season.

Dress, V&A Collection @ Oasis, £48

DESIGNER 
FOR LESS
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BASKET
shopper

p e r s o n a l

 I N  T H E I R  O N L I N E  B A S K E T S

Rihanna in Gucci
Because a silk tracksuit 

shouldn’t work, but  
God it does.

Elizabeth Olsen
Hair, skin, clothes,

make-up – she’s having
a major moment.

New-gen denim jacket
Make ’em full-length and 

fabulous like Victoria’s Secret
Angel, Behati Prinsloo.

Kanye in a vest
Just no.

Knee-high glads
Urgh, the shoe that turns
your calves into a Sunday

joint can’t be back for
a second summer.

T H I S  W E E K ,  E L L E N  I S . . .

R E D I S C O V E R I N G  O L D  B R A N D S  

A N D  O G L I N G  R O S I E  H - W

STYLE-O-METER
W H A T W E ’ R E T O T A L L Y

I N T O  –  A N D  W H A T  W E ’ L L 

U N F O L L O W  T H I S  W E E K
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I love Rosie’s Snapchat tutorials
using her own bargain beauty line.
Lip Glossy in Sweet Nothing Kisses, Rosie for

Autograph Make Up @ M&S, £12.50

This linen midi dress is
comfortable, cool and chic

enough for the o�ce.
Dress, Warehouse, £55

I will temporarily shelve  
my gold hoops for these  

faux-marble beauties.

Earrings, Smashglam, £8.50

Navy and fringed with a blingin’  
gold chain – and it’s Karen Millen.  

The ’90s have truly returned. 

Bag, Karen Millen @ Very Exclusive, £100

This shirt ticks all my Little 
House On The Prairie boxes 

for spring ’16.
Shirt, Stradivarius, £19.99

Taylor’s handbag 
arm

The weird mannequin  
pose creeps us out.



Gillian
Jacobs

The Love star nails

two trends in one

with a denim shirt

dress. A waist-tie will

flatter any figure, too.

Rochelle
Humes

She has a hot

bod already, but the

singer flatters it even

more with some

vertical stripes.

Karlie
Kloss

Still scared to bare

your legs? Karlie adds

chic tailoring and

over-the-knee boots

for minimal skin flash.

Emmy
Rossum
The actress’

sleeveless gingham

and nude heels are

perfect for summer

day dates.

Bella
Hadid

The supermodel

accessorises with

a choker, biker

boots and some

über-cool shades.

Shirt dresses
T H E C E L E B S S H O W U S E X A C T L Y H O W W E S H O U L D B E W E A R I N G

T H I S V E R S A T I L E W A R D R O B E S T A P L E T H I S S P R I N G

W H Y  I T  W O R K S
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for more
o hear an exclusive

interview with Charlize 
Theron, see heaps 
more gold inspo and to 
find out how Colleen 
Atwood, the film’s 
costume designer 
created Queen 
Ravenna’s costume, 
visit heatworld.com. 
The Huntsman: 

Winter’s War is  
in cinemas now.

© 2016. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS.

p r o m o t i o n

GOING FOR GOLD

GET

C H A R L I Z E T H E R O N I S Q U E E N R A V E N N A I N T H E H U N T S M A N : 
W I N T E R ’ S W A R . H E R E ’ S H O W T O G E T H E R G L O W …

decorate
The coolest way to 

wear gold? On your 

body. Temporary 

tattoos aren’t just 

for kids, and these 

super-easy-to-use 

transfer tattoos 

will look like molten 

gold on your body. 

Position on arms 

or legs – or dot on 

your face if you’re 

feeling extra brave.
LuLu DK Gold Tattoos, £16

 RM CANDY 

s gem- 
bellished 
ch will make 
 feel like 
re carrying 

und a 
sure chest.

h, Boohoo, £22

BLING IT ON 

Make like 
Queen Ravenna 
and over- 
accessorise.
Load up on rings 
and bold extras 
to make a true 
royal statement.

Ring, Dorothy 

Perkins, £8.50

 EXTRAS 

Dotting these 
around a classy 
up-’do will add 
royal-chic. 

Hair Rings, New Look, 

£4.99 for set of 6 

CHAIN GANG 

P er to keep it simple? 
 minimal chain is 
 y to this trend.

Urban Outfitters, £8 

GET AHEAD

Add a glistening slice of crowning 
glory to your head, à la Ravenna.

Hair Band, Claire’s, £3.50

BAG IT

Look bold in
gold with an on-
trend shopper

Bag, Primark, £9

   KERCHING! 

For less than 
a tenner, this 
queen-worthy 
wrist cu�  

 a steal.

 Next, £8 

stand tall 
Unleash your inner golden 
girl with a pair of gold killer 
heels. Team these with a 
plain outfit and more gold 
accessories to channel a 
true queen.

Shoes, La Moda, £29.99

The look

 NEED A EAR-O 

These 18ct studs are 
super-delicate – perfect for 
finishing o� a golden look.

Earrings, Daisy London, £45

For details and how to 

enter, turn to P.75

WIN 
A TRIP TO 

NEW YORK!
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SQUAT TO

CURTSY LUNGE

Hold your weights up by your

chest. Get into a squat position,

then step one leg behind you.

Repeat with alternating legs.

CRAB REACH

Assume a crab position,

with your palms and feet flat

on the floor. Lift your hips and

reach your right arm over your

left shoulder. Pause, then

return to starting position.

Repeat, alternating shoulders.

DUMBBELL  

HIP BRIDGES

Lie on your back with your legs

bent, arms by your sides. Hold

on to each weight and slowly

lift your hips up, pause, then

carefully lower back down to the

floor. Repeat for one minute.

DUMBBELL

DROP SQUATS

Holding your weights in both

hands, simply jump down into a

squat while lifting your arms into

the air. Repeat for one minute.

cover up
imperfections

For an instant burst

of confidence, there

are plenty of leg

make-ups and instant

tanners around. Here

are our favourites…

Rimmel Sun

Shimmer

In-Shower Self

Tan, £9.99

This Works Perfect

Legs Sculpt

& Shine, £28

L’Oré

Bron

Legs

Work it out
Celeb fitness trainer Rory

Knight has created this

four-step plan. Just grab two

hand weights and go!

“Do this 2-3 times a week.

Spend one minute on

each move with no rest

between. After the fourth

exercise, rest for 30

seconds, then repeat for

three rounds in total.”
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The Body Shop

British Rose Body

Essence, £15
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LEGS

Exfoliate and
moisturise

Because it’s been too chilly to faf about in

the nude, you probably haven’t moisturised

since mid 2015. Anna Persaud, CEO of This

Works, says it’s not too late to start. “Flaky,

dry skin is the biggest concern at this time

of year, so it’s important to hydrate legs.

A regular routine of exfoliating and applying

a moisturising product will go a long way

to getting them summer-ready and you’ll

be surprised how quickly you see results.”

No7 Beautiful Skin Gorgeous 

Glow Body Scrub, £13.50

T H E R E ’ S N O S C A R I E R T I M E
O F Y E A R T H A N T H E D A Y Y O U
D I T C H T H E O P A Q U E S . H E R E ’ S
H O W T O P R E P Y O U R P I N S …
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touch of frost
Add a creamy

sheen to cheeks

for crystal clear

definition. Dot

along brow bones,

above cheeks and

EM
IL
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p r o m o t i o n

ICE, ICE BAB

GET

G E T  F R O S T Y  L I K E  T H E  I C E  Q U E E N  E M I L Y  B L U N T
I N  T H E  H U N T S M A N :  W I N T E R ’ S  W A R …

MWAH! 

For a super out-
there pout, add a 
coat of liquid silver.

  
   

TALON-TED

A metallic mani is a must, 
so make like Freya and add 
magic to your fingertips.

Models Own Nail Polish in  
Colour Chrome Silver, £4.99

 TRUE BLUE 

Press into 
eyelid creases 
to add a cool 
contour to eyes.

MUA Pearl Eyeshadow
in Cornflower Blue, £1

LIP SERVICE

An holographic lip
sheen that won’t
make you look  
too frostbitten.

Too Faced La Crème 
Lip Cream in Unicorn 
Tears, £18 

ON THE LASH

Applying a touch
of icicle blue to your 
lash line will make 
your eyes pop.

Zoeva Graphic Eyes in 
Cool Factor, £7 

FINISHING TOUCH

Add a dusting to
primed eyelids for
an extra-frosty glare.

Barry M Glitter Rush  
in Snow Globe, £4.59

ALL THAT GLITTERS 

Dab diamond powder to  
the inner corners of your  
eyes for an extra-icy star.

Make Up For Ever Diamond 
P d  £19 @ D b h

SLICK IT UP

Wear this as a primer
or an eyeshadow.  
Very cool – literally!

Ciaté Cooling Eyeshadow
Slick in Frozen, £15

GET

Sleek MakeUP Highlighter Palette
in Solstice, £9.99 @ Superdrug

glow-getter 
Create a faux glow with a
highlighting palette. Apply the
pearly sheen to cheekbones
for some definition and add
a dusting of the blue hue over
skin to finish the look.

For details and how to 

enter, turn to P.75

WIN 
A TRIP TO 

NEWYORK!

© 2016. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS.

click for more 
Want help getting the 
Ice Queen look? Visit 
heatworld.com to watch 
make-up tutorials. 
The Huntsman: 

Winter’s War is in 
cinemas now.
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–they just never
fit my bum otherwise”

R O C H E L L E H U M ES :

“I always buy bottom
in bigger sizes

So, that Instagram picture

[see below] of you in your

Calvins wow! Have you

been training hard?

I’ve been doing Pilates, which I’m

really enjoying. It’s made a massive

diference. I’ve just been doing it

once a week, but it’s worked muscles

I didn’t even know I had. At the time

I’m doing it, it doesn’t feel too hard,

but you can really feel it the next day.

You’ve designed a whole

swimwear collection, but

are you a one or two-piece girl?

Oh, that’s a tricky one it really

depends. If I’m out swimming with

holiday, or an easy one-piece

for when you’re with your kids.

Any tips for buying swimwear?

I always buy bottoms in bigger

sizes  they just never fit my  

bum otherwise!

How do make yourself

feel more beach-body

confident on the first

ay of your holiday?

Get drunk! [Laughs.] Only

oking. It’s all down to the

ndividual, but I do think that

swimwear is key to how you

feel about yourself by the

pool. If you’re worried,

take a kaftan and cover up.

What is Marvin’s 

favourite piece from

the range, and does

he ever have much say

on your collections?

He really likes the green

bikini. And yeah, he tries,

and I say, “Shhh, leave

me alone.” The only thing he

has said is that he doesn’t like

mismatched bikinis. 

Is your little girl into clothes?

Yeah, she really loves her clothes. 

She is obsessed with anything pink 

or anything from Frozen. Most days 

she wants to leave the house in her 

Elsa costume, and I used to try and 

fight it, but now I’m like, “Why not?” 

She loves pink, with a pink bow, 

shiny pink shoes and two diferent 

pink prints on her top and bottoms. 

To be honest, I’d rather she went  

out in her costume some days, so 

nobody thinks I’ve put her in her 

totally pink outfit and actually 

choose to dress my child like that.

All thanks 

to Pilates? 

Sign us up

my little girl [Alaia Mai, two], then

definitely a one piece, as she can

be a nightmare with pulling my

straps down. Then bikinis are great

for chilling in the sun, as you don’t

need to worry about tan lines.

What’s important to bear  

in mind when it comes to 

designing swimwear?

Support is really important, and

colour that will make you look  

more tanned than you actually are 

– something quite punchy. It’s also 

important to have diferent shapes 

and styles for diferent 

occasions. Something 

cool for a pool party,

a classic one that you wear

everywhere, something

a little sexy for a romantic

Bottoms,

£16

Maxi dress,

£32

Bikini top,

£22

T H E  S I N G E R  T A L K S  D E S I G N I N G , 
H O W  M A R V I N  F E E L S  A B O U T  B I K I N I S 
A N D  H O W  S H E  G O T  T H O S E  A B S

Gorgeous 

daughter 

Alaia-Mai

Her bum 

looks pretty 

good to us!

All clothes Rochelle Humes 

for Very.co.uk
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ms 

Let’s play dress up The Saturdays

Which pieces 
have you  
got in mind 
for each of  
the girls?
Frankie will like the
black one, as she
usually goes for this
kind of shape. Una
likes a bit of a plunge,
so I’ll give her the
blue patterned one-
piece. Mollie would
look amazing in the
white one, and
Vanessa would
really suit the black
and orange bikini.

R O C H E L L E  H A S  A  R U M M A G E  A N D  P I C K S  S O M E  C O S S I E S  F O R  H E R  B A N D M A T E S

F R A N K I E U N A M O L L I E V A N E S S A

Swimsuit,

£35

Swimsuit,

£35

Bikini ,

£35
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Rochelle wears: Bikini, 

Very.co.uk, £35

Bikini ,

£35
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cleanG E T R E A D Y
T O G L O W W I T H
O U R G U I D E
T O T H E B E S T
B E A U T Y B U Y S
T O F R E S H E N
T H A T C O M P L E X I O N
T H I S S E A S O N

The Scrub in a Tub 
Elizabeth Arden Skin Illuminating 

Retexturizing Pads, £45 for 50 

Used twice a week, these 

exfoliating pads will remove  

      

   

The Panda-Eye

Protector
Vichy Waterproof Eye Make-Up Remover, £11

Removing mascara can be a

tricky task, but this makes light

work of cleaning up lashes – it

even wins the battle against

waterproof products. It’s hard

working, yet gentle enough to

The Silky Oil Saviour
Sanctuary Spa Ultimate Cleansing Oil, £12

Applying oil to your skin may sound scary, but this

velvety face wash quickly turns into a lather and

washes away make-up brilliantly. It leaves skin

soft and hydrated, without any greasiness.

The Morning Must
Elemis BIOTEC Energising  

Cleanser, £39.50

This gel wash is packed 

full of cleaning acids and 

energising electrolytes  

to brighten tired and dull 

skin in the morning, as  

well as leaving it squeaky 

clean. It’s a wake-up call 

for your face.

The Green

Clean mask
Origins By All Greens

Mask, £32

Packed with

spirulina, spinach

and green tea, this

mask will give your

face a mini detox.

Perfect after

a big weekend.

The Hot-Cloth Treat
M&S Pure Instant Radiance English Rose

Hot Cloth Cleanser, £12

Slatheronthislotionandgently

rubit intoliftanydirtandgrime.

Wipeitawayusingthedamp

muslincloth,whichactslike

anexfoliatorandfeelslikealittle

spatreatmentathome.Bliss.
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Top of 
the tops
F R O M  L A D Y L I K E  B L O U S E S  T O  T U M M Y - 

F L A S H I N G  T E E S  –  T I C K  A L L  O F  T H E  K E Y 

T R E N D S  W I T H  A  N E W - S E A S O N  T O P

BITE-SIZE TRENDS

 longer-length 
op top will show 

ff a mini amount 
 flesh, for a more 

attering way to 
ork the trend

the mini 
crop

Spaghetti straps are
officially back and will
look just as stylish on 
date night as they will
in the holiday sun.

The
strappy
cami

Debenhams, £28

ASOS, £35

Zara,

£19.99

LI
LY

 C
O

LL
IN

S

Boohoo,

£5

New Look,

£17.99

H&M,

£12.99

H&M,

£19.99
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House Of

Fraser, £45

Matalan,

£16

Glamorous,

£11

K
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16

The bow collar 
has moved from 
fad to forever, and 
will make a pretty 

ddition to your 
work wardrobe.

the pussybow 
blouse

Very, £25

Dorothy Perkins, 

£24

G
U

C
C

I S
/S

16

Why wear your heart 
on your sleeve when 
you can wear your 
thoughts on your chest? 

the 
shouty
tee

H&M, £14.99

H&M,

£7.99

H&M,

£7.99

Boohoo,

£8
Primark,

£5

A
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S T Y L E E D I T O R
J O O N T H E N E W
P R O D U C T S Y O U
S H O U L D R E A L L Y
B O T H E R W I T H
T H I S W E E K …

Nails Inc Aloha Collection, £15 each

The fact these new polishes have

coconut water in (to hydrate your

nails) doesn’t excite me. It may be

fashionable, but I hate the stuf – it

tastes like you’ve washed dishes

in it and smells like a second-time

-around holiday cocktail. What

does excite me about these is

how gorgeous the colours are

and what a brilliantly shiny

and plump finish you’ll get.

That’s me sold.
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Pack your bags
IT Cosmetics Bye Bye Under Eye Full

Coverage Anti-Aging Concealer and 

Heavenly Luxe Dual Airbrush Concealer 

Brush, £26, qvcuk.com 

Too light, too cloggy, wears 

of too quickly, settles in fine 

lines…It’s easy to feel like 

Goldilocks when it comes to 

under-eye concealer – which 

is why I often give up and just 

swoosh a bit of foundation 

under my eyes and hope for 

the best. This, however, is  

a game-changer. OK, so it’s 

not cheap, but it’ll last for 

ages and the end result is 

better than an Instagram 

filter – I promise. Best used 

with the special brush, blend 

the tiniest amount under 

eyes for a wide-awake  

look that screams, “I went  

to bed at 10pm last night!”

Wibble

wobble 
Soap & Glory Shower  

Jelly, £5.50

Sometimes it’s not 

the pricey products 

that cheer you up the 

most, but something 

cheap and cheerful 

that you can use 

everyday for a quick 

five-minute treat. 

Enter these shower 

jellies: the Original  

is the signature  

Soap & Glory  

scent that fans  

will know, while 

Sugar Crush  

is packed  

full of lemon

and lime

to provide

the perfect

pick-me-up.

Get the gloss 
MAC Versicolour Stains in Ceaseless 

Energy and Tattoo My Heart, £18 each

I haven’t worn lipgloss since I was old 

enough to buy booze, but I have to admit,  

I do sometimes crave that nice shiny 

finish that even the glossiest of lipsticks 

can’t deliver. Well, this does deliver. Going 

on like water (not sticky maple syrup),  

it dries to a shiny stain with heaps of 

colour impact that lasts for ages.
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Aloha summer 
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why we kate

bosworth’s look ..

The perfect 
between-season look,

swap your layers 
depending on  
the weather.

1  STA R T  W I T H  S O M E  S U N N I E S

shopper
p e r s o n a l

2 P L U S A T O P

Boohoo, £6 Floozie, £16 Boohoo, £6

4 A N D A B AG

River Island, £37 ASOS, £58 New Look, £22.99

Looks 

super-

expensive

New Look, £8.99 River Island, £24 Topshop, £16

Topshop, £80 New Look, £27.99 Topshop, £38

F A S H I O N
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It’s movie  
night.

£8
2 FOR

£5 each



THE
HUNTSMAN
our verdict on  
the fantasy 
blockbuster P72

JULIA DAVIS
GOES
CAMPING
the nighty night
star’s new showP98

HARLAN
COBEN’S
THE FIVE
why you must 
watch this P82

 9 – 1 5 APRIL 2016 WWW.HEATWORLD.COM 69

OFTALENT
BEHIND THE SCENES OF THE NEW,

TENTH SERIES OF BRITAIN’S GOT TALENT P86

Coming up in Playlist...

pl st

YOUR

7 DAY

EDI
ente ta ent



heat playlist

The week’s BIG entertainment stories

news
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WHO 
RUN THE 
WORLD? 
GIRLS!
CARA DELEVINGNE AND  
GAL GADOT ARE KICKING  
ASS ON THE BIG SCREEN

Yep, women are in 

charge, and anyone 

who says otherwise  

is a fool. Here, we have 

absolute proof, in  

the shape of Cara 

Delevingne and Gal 

Wonder Woman Gadot 

in these first-look  

pics of their latest 

big-screen roles. 

Cara’s starring  

as a special operative 

keeping the universe  

in check in Valerian 

And The City Of  

A Thousand Planets, 

which is out next year. 

It’s based on a French 

sci-fi comic (not an 

outtake from Tay Tay’s 

Bad Blood video, then)  

and also stars Dane 

DeHaan, Clive Owen 

and Ethan Hawke. 

Wonder Woman, 

meanwhile, is alive  

and literally kicking,  

in the shape of the 

incredible Gal Gadot. 

Batman V Superman  

gave us a peek at the

all-new Wonder 

Woman, and she’s

got a film of her very

own out in 2017.

Victoria Beckham 

had gone a bit out 

there with her 

latest collection 

It may have ended ten years ago, but US political drama

The West Wing is having a second wind thanks to a

podcast from Joshua Malina, who played Will Bailey. The

West Wing Weekly is a commentary podcast detailing

every episode in the seven series run, so watch the ep, then

listentohisrundown.FromThewestwingweekly.com.

EVEN MORE
WEST WING

Thecastof Scrubs, the

sthospitalTVshow

ime(sorry, Casualty

gottogetherforalove in

aster.StarsDonald

n, ZachBraf,Christa

randJohnMcGinley

ngoutlikelifelongpals

theydidworktogether

neyears),withChrista

grammingthespecial

nt“HappyScrubs

r!#family.”Doesthis

wecangetexcitedabout

ot?Pleasesayit’sso…

CRUBS 
EUNION 
LERT
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Joshua: the  

man knows 

everything
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She’s one hell 

of a Gal

TV’smostubiquitousshow/familyhave

landeda12thseries–yep, KeepingUp
WithTheKardashianswillbebacknext

month.Thenewseasonwillpremiere

onSunday8MayonE!,andpromises

togiveusevenmoreKardashian

dramz, from Kris kicking Kim out of  

herhouse,toKyliebequeathingtheworld

numerous“404error”pagesthankstothe

overwhelmingdemandforherlipkits.The

serieswillalsofollowKhloéassheadjusts

tohelpLamarduringhisrecovery,and

ScottbuysahouseinCalabasastobe

closer to Kourtney and the kids. 

NEW KUWTK
ANNOUNCED

ModelAmberRoseisthelatest
celeb togetinontheemojigame.
Her MuvaMojipackdroppedlast
week, and you’ll wonder how you 
survived without these. Ever  l f  
experience, emotion and obj   
iscoveredof,fromBotoxto
awholeLGBTsection.Amb
slayingthecompetitionwith
tinypics.FromtheiTunessto

AMBER’S 
SO EMOSH

FIR
ST LOO

K

FIRST LOOK

The cast still 

Scrub up well… 

Sorry 



STARRING: Chris Hemsworth, Jessica

Chastain,Charlize Theron,Emily Blunt

DIRECTOR: Cedric Nicolas-Troyan   

(CERT 12A, 117 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: Remember Eric the Huntsman 

(Hemsworth)? First, we learn his back story: 

captured as a child by Freya (Blunt), sister of Evil 

Queen Ravenna (Theron), and trained to be part  

of her indomitable army. Freya, disappointed by  

her own romantic relationship, has banned love 

from her kingdom, banishing Eric when he falls  

for fellow soldier Sara (Chastain). Now the  

storyline picks up again after the events of  

Snow White & The Huntsman…

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? As Eric embarks on his 

mission to locate the corrupting magic mirror and 

prevent it falling into Freya’s hands, the film hits its 

stride when he teams up with a quartet of dwarves, 

reunites with kick-ass heroine Sara and strays into  

a magical goblin-infested forest. Who cares that the 

storyline has pretty mu

when there’s fun banter

wonderful Sheridan Sm

Mrs Bromwyn)? Both C

are strong cast addition

WHAT’S WRONG WITH

exertions of the screenw

develops the Huntsman

a film that’s simultaneo

sequel and spinof, and i

Snow White is often me

glimpsed (from behind)

VERDICT: We’re not sur

world was really crying

for a follow-up to Snow

& The Huntsman, but th

strenuous outcome pro

a surprisingly skillful bl

of wit, romance, action

and fairy-tale adventur

★★★ CHARLES GANT
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THE HUNTSMAN
WINTER’S WAR

“Doyouthink

wemighthave

overdressedfor

this lunch?”

f ilms
heat playlis

Charles Gant on this  week’s new releases

HERO!



1 EDDIETHE EAGLE (PG)

Thefunny,sweetand

charmingstoryofBritain’s

mostfamously inept

Olympianisareal

winner.★★★★

2 10 CLOVERFIELD
LANE (12A)

This“spiritualsuccessor”

toCloverfield isapowerfully

suspensefulgenreflickset in

asurvivalist’sbunker.★★★★

3 ZOOTROPOLIS (PG)

Abunnycopteamsupwith

asmall-timecriminalfoxto

solveacaseinthisdelightful

animaltalefromDisney

Animation.★★★★

4VICTORIA (15)

Shotinrealtimeover

twohoursinBerlin,this

highlyoriginalgenrehybrid

feelstotallyfreshand

modern.★★★★★

5 MIDNIGHT
SPECIAL (12A)

Je�Nichols(Mud) impresses

againwithasmartsci-fiabout

aboywhoseemsnotquiteof

thisworld.★★★★

OUR TOP FIVE

f ilms
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STARRING: Michael Shannon,

Joel Edgerton, Kirsten Dunst,

Adam Driver 

DIRECTOR: Jeff Nichols  

(CERT 12A, 112 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: A father (Shannon) 

kidnaps his young son from  

a Texas religious cult that believes 

he holds the key to their salvation. 

And that’s not even the half of it…

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT?

US indie director Jef Nichols 

delivers an absorbing genre  

tale that segues from escape  

thriller to sci-fi mystery. Adam 

Driver is predictably good value  

as a rookie NSA adviser who  

ends up bonding with the 

mysterious youngster.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? The

rules of the universe Nichols

establishes remain a little shaky, 

seemingly reinvented at the 

convenience of the storyline.

VERDICT: Elevated by a uniformly 

excellent cast, Midnight Special 

raises more questions than it 

answers, but it entertains as much 

as it intrigues. ★★★★ CHARLES GANT

“Wow, Charlize, 

what a nice 

crown…”

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL

STARRING: Jesuthasan Antonythasan,

KalieaswariSrinivasan

DIRECTOR: JacquesAudiard (CERT 15, 115 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: A Tamil freedom fighter finds refuge in

France and a job as a caretaker on a tough housing

estate, but it isn’t long before the local drugs gang

brings back bitter memories.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? A Prophet director Jacques

Audiard once again finds creative inspiration with

a gritty tale of France’s underbelly.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? The genre pivot leaping

from character driven drama to action thriller raises

some questions of plausibility.

VERDICT: This Cannes Palme D’Or winner confirms

Audiard’s status as one of our most consistently

impressive filmmakers.★★★★CHARLES GANT

STARRING:Dev Patel,Jeremy Irons, Toby Jones

DIRECTOR: Matt Brown

(CERT 12A, 109 MINUTES)

THE PLOT: This true story tells the tale of Indian-born 

mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan (Patel), whose 

pioneering work took him from his humble home in 

Madras to Cambridge University. But just as he begins 

to make progress with his theories, war breaks out.

WHAT’S RIGHT WITH IT? Dev Patel is so engaging, 

we’d watch him take the bins out, and he portrays the 

numbers prodigy with a tenderness that inspires.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH IT? The more complicated 

chats about mathematics may leave some bewildered .

VERDICT: Far from being a simple maths lesson, this 

touching drama also teaches us that the impossible can 

be achievable. An uplifting gem. ★★★★ ISABELLE BROOM

THE MAN WHO 
KNEW INFINITY DHEEPAN

SAVIOUR!

GENIUS!

FIGHTER!

“Erm, 2+2 does not 

equal 3, dude”

NEW ENTRY



Holding
for a he

M
irror, mirror, on

the wall, who’s the

handsomest of them  

all? The answer,  

happily for us, is hunky Chris 

Hemsworth, who not only 

reprises his role from hit film 

Snow White & The Huntsman, 

but now moves to the very centre 

of the action in The Huntsman: 

Winter’s War. The fantastical

world expands further as we

learn how, long ago, Freya  

(Emily Blunt) – the sister  

of  ‘Evil Queen’ Ravenna 

(Charlize Theron) – raised  

a legion of deadly huntsmen  

in her remote wintry palace. 

But two of her prized fighters – 

Huntsman Eric (Hemsworth)  

CHRIS HEMSWORTH RETURNS  

THE ACTION IN THE HUNTSMAN:



Has the Huntsman
finally met his match?

WHO?
Who’s

Freya
(Emily Blunt)

Ravenna’s sister has the ability

to freeze any enemy. Now

the Ice Queen is set to unleash

her power across the land.

TheHuntsman
(Chris Hemsworth)

The sword-wielding hero of

Snow White & The Huntsman

must now battle the Ice Queen

he once served.

Ravenna
(Charlize Theron)

The Evil Queen returns after

she is resurrected by her sister

from the magic mirror.

Sara
(Jessica Chastain)

Trained alongside Eric to serve

Freya, the pair were torn apart

when they fell in love.

out

ero

■TheHuntsman:Winter’sWar

is incinemasnow.Bookat

Huntsmantickets.co.uk
© 2016. UNIVERSAL STUDIOS. COMP T&CS HERE XXXXX

WINATRIP TO NEWYORK!
Go to the ‘win’ tab at Heatworld.com to watch the trailer and join  

the battle to WIN a weekend shopping trip to New York, complete  

with £1,000 spending money. All you need to do is hunt out a mate  

to take with you and you’ll be the Queens of NYC. 

and warrior Sara (Jessica

Chastain) – defied her one demand:

to harden their hearts to love.

Now, Ice Queen Freya uses  

the powers of the magic mirror  

to summon her slain sister back  

to life, threatening the enchanted 

land with twice the darkest force 

it has ever seen. Can the two 

huntsmen, who were separated 

when they broke their queen’s 

cardinal rule, find their way  

back to one another and reunite  

to vanquish the royal siblings?

Producer Joe Roth (Maleficent, 

Alice In Wonderland) leads an 

incredible team in a spectacular 

new adventure that revisits the 

fantasy world of Snow White.

p r o m o t i o n

  TO LEAD 

 WINTER’S WAR



p r o m o t i o n

Destination 
weddings

Say “I do” to a fabulous big day

overseas with a Thomson Wedding

BEACH

DESTINATIONS

Have a Latino-style wedding you’ll never forget

and salsa the night away in a tropical paradise.

CUBA

C
ongratulations! He’s  got down on one knee, 

you’ve shown of your sparkler and now 

you’re getting down to the nitty gritty  

of wedding planning. If you’re after 

something really special then only  

a destination wedding will do, and Thomson has  

a special wedding  something for every bride. With 

over two decades of experience, dedicated wedding 

coordinators, ATOL protection and a whole host  

of other VIP treats, they know exactly how to make 

your big day perfect. Don’t forget to invite us…

4  
REASONS TO HAVE YOUR
BIG DAY WITH THOMSON

  With over 100 venues

in 16 countries and

a devoted team 

of experts, you’re

guaranteed a big day

unlike any you’ve ever

been to before.

  Want to blow the

budget? Look no further.

With a dedicated luxury

range, Thomson can

provide the hotels and

resorts that would

put even an A-lister’s

nuptials to shame.

  Always had a dream  

of saying your vows 

against the backdrop of 

the ocean? Whether you 

want your own beach 

aisle or to keep things 

more intimate, Thomson

can tailor it to you.

  A destination wedding 

doesn’t have to mean a 

beach. You could choose 

a snowy landscape, such 

as Iceland, for beautiful 

scenery and awe-

inducing photographs.

Catch a huskie sleigh to a log cabin of love, then

snuggle up by a fire as you gaze at the stars.

Lapland

WINTER

DESTINATIONS

Love the great outdoors? This destination o�ers
parks, waterfalls, lagoons and even volcanoes!

Iceland

With stunning beaches, beautiful sunshine and 

a cool, laid-back vibe – the White Isle has it all.

Ibiza
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DNCE 
CAKE BY THE OCEAN

The poppiest carbs you 

ever will hear, from Joe 

Jonas’ band. ★★★★

SELENA GOMEZ
HANDS TO MYSELF

One of Selena’s greatest 

triumphs. A bit rude, 

a lot brilliant. ★★★★★

ARIANA GRANDE
DANGEROUS WOMAN

Ariana returns to pop  

with a huge and excellent

banger. ★★★★★

CHAINSMOKERS
FEAT ROZES ROSES

A beautiful, dreamy

 world away fromthat

#Selfie song. ★★★★

BLONDE & CRAIG
DAVID NOTHING LIKETHIS

Craig continues toown

2016 with his musical

comeback. ★★★★★

HOT NEW SONGS

DIG OUT YOUR COMBATS, THEY’RE BACK

ALL SAINTS
RED FLAG
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Oh hi, ladies:   

Mel Blatt, Nat 

Appleton, Shaznay 

Lewis and  Nicole 

Appleton

IN A NUTSHELL: Pop’s fiercest 

foursome return after a ten-year 

break, and they’ve brought out a quite 

frankly brilliant album. Welcome 

back Shaz, Nic, Nat and Mel. 

WHAT’S IT LIKE? While some 

pop comebacks  are a) a bit rubbish  

and b) clearly knocked out because 

someone’s got a tax bill to pay, the 

return of All Saints could genuinely  

be the second coming. It feels just like 

they’ve never been away – cut every 

song on the album and it bleeds true 

All Saint. There’s no crappy musical 

compromises, it’s just filled with 

instantly familiar-sounding songs, 

like the swirly melody of This Is War. 

The girls’ return has been  

quite understated as far as 

musical comebacks go – and  

it’s this low-key approach that 

reminds us exactly why we 

loved them in the first place. 

They’re f**king cool and don’t  

need to shout about it, because  

we should all already know. OK?

BEST SONG: Their comeback single, 

One Strike, is an awesome dreamy  

pop triumph, but massive, massive 

props to the fighty dancehall anthem 

in the superb Ratchet Behaviour –  

a sonic reminder that you definitely  

do not, and never should, mess with 

these four girls.  

WORST SONG: Who Hurt Who. 

Much of this album deals with 

heartbreak, and that’s OK, because 

who hasn’t had their heart torn into  

a thousand tiny pieces, eh? But the 

piano rifs and strings are guaranteed 

to bring the mood lower than the 

deepest circle of hell. 

VERDICT: Breezily moody, melodic 

and cooler than a crop top in a 

snowstorm. ★★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

     
REVIEW

     REVIEW
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1 SHTUM
JEM LESTER

(ORION, £12.99)

Touching tale of family,

loss, self-discoveryand

forgiveness. ★★★★★

2  ALL THEIR MINDS
IN TANDEM

DAVID SANGER

(RIVERRUN, £14.99)

A quirky and ingenious

1800s-set yarn. ★★★★★

3 THE EXCLUSIVES
REBECCA THORNTON

(TWENTY7, £7.99)

Two former pupilsmust

try to overcome adark

secret. Gripping. ★★★★

4  THE CURIOUS
CHARMS OF

ARTHUR PEPPER
PHAEDRA PATRICK

(MIRA, £12.99)

A gorgeous journeytold

through charms. ★★★★

5 THE MOTHER
YVETTE EDWARDS

(MANTLE, £14.99)

A thrilling, tenseand

poignant drama. ★★★★

reads
OUR TOP FIVE

Edited by
Isabelle Broom
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HOT NEW FICTION FROM SOME OF THE BEST FEMALE AUTHORS IN THE BIZ

These Days Of Ours
Juliet Ashton 

(Simon & Schuster, £7.99)

Kate and Charlie have loved 

each other since they were  

five. For years they were 

inseparable, that is until life  

got in the way… This story is 

beautiful, funny, honest and 

unashamedly full of love. 

Somewhere  
Inside Of Happy

Anna McPartlin 

(Black Swan, £7.99)

Maisie Brennan lost her son  

20 years ago, just as she was 

on the cusp of a new beginning.  

In this emotional juggernaut of  

a novel, we go back to find out 

what happened. Mesmerising. 

This Secret  
We’re Keeping

Rebecca Done 

(Penguin, £7.99)

Jessica’s life is turned upside 

down when her first love 

reappears. But this is no 

conventional love story – he 

was her school maths teacher 

and she was just 15. Great stu�.

The Second  
Love Of My Life

Victoria Walters 

(Headline, £7.99)

When artist Rosie loses her 

soulmate and becomes  

a widow at just 24, her life 

implodes. Lucas was the 

only one for her, wasn’t he? 

A wonderful love story.

Who’s That Girl?
Mhairi McFarlane (HarperCollins, £12.99)

Despite a slightly silly plot – girl  

causes havoc at a wedding then falls for  

a Hollywood actor – this novel turns out 

to be an intelligent, insightful slice of 

women’s fiction. It deftly mixes up issues 

as frothy as celebrity, as universal as 

whether we get the love we deserve, with 

weightier stuf, including social media 

bullying and grief. But back to that 

potentially daft plot. When copywriter 

Edie is caught kissing the groom at her 

colleagues’ wedding, she finds herself 

ostracised at work and put on an extended 

sabbatical to ghostwrite A-list actor  

Elliot Owen’s autobiography. This means 

swapping the glamour of London to  

move back in with her dad and sister in 

Nottingham. While you won’t be shocked 

to learn she ends up falling for Elliot,  

you will be pleasantly surprised by the 

moving personal journey Edie finds 

herself on and how she comes to learn 

what makes her truly happy. Edie is that 

all-too rare thing in women’s fiction –  

a three-dimensional woman rather than  

a kooky caricature of a girl. So, settle  

back and enjoy demolishing this novel.                                             

CAROLINE ROBB

LET’S HEAR IT  
FOR THE GIRLS!

Girl

power





The weather might be warming up, but there’s still time  

for something cheesy before we start that bikini diet

1
Preheat the oven to 180°C/gas 4. Find a baking dish

that will comfortably fit the cannelloni in one layer

(7 x 10in). Generously grease the dish with butter.

2
To make the sauce, heat the olive oil in a frying pan over  

a medium heat and cook the onion and garlic for 3 4

minutes, or until the onion is lightly golden. Add the passata, 

basil, olives and courgette, and cook for a further 5 minutes.

3
Meanwhile, to make the filling, squeeze the spinach to 

remove the excess liquid. Put in a bowl with the ricotta, 

feta, spring onion, parsley and half of the Parmesan. Stir

to combine. Fill the cannelloni tubes with the spinach and

ricotta mixture, and then lay them, side by side, in the dish.

4
Season the tomato sauce, then spoon over the cannelloni. 

Bake in the oven for 30 minutes, then remove and

sprinkle the remaining Parmesan over the top. Return to the 

oven and cook for a further 15 minutes, or until

the cheese is bubbling. Serve with a green salad.

ASimpleTable:FreshAndFabulous

RecipesForEveryDaybyMicheleCranston

(MurdochBooks,£14.99)

SERVES 4

INGREDIENTS 

SAUCE 

2 tbsps olive oil
1 onion, finely chopped
2 garlic cloves
400ml tomato passata
10 basil leaves, thinly
sliced
10 pitted black olives,
roughly chopped
1 courgette, finely diced
FILLING

250g frozen spinach,
thawed
400g fresh full-fat 
ricotta cheese
100g feta cheese, 
crumbled
3 spring onions,  
thinly sliced
7g flat-leaf (Italian) 
parsley, finely chopped
80g Parmesan cheese,
finely grated
12 cannelloni tubes

WHATDO
YOU NEED? 

SPINACH
& RICOTTA
CANNELLONI

Read!

Get!

Davina’s
Smart Carbs
(ORion books, £16.99)

Whoknewyoucouldeat

carbsandloseweight

atthesametime?Well,

technicallyDavinadid…

She’salreadytaughtus

allaboutsugar,andnow

lovelyDavinaiscracking

onwithcarbs.Hernew

bookexaminesthe

rightcarbstoeat,and

ispackedfullofdelicious

recipesforallofour

favouritethings,

includingpastadishes, 

curries,casseroles  

andevenpuddings.

Make sure you give  

the pork ragu a go.  

★★★★ ANNA LEWIS

The Great
BritishBake 
Off: Step By
StepToBetter
Baking App 
Hodder, available on iOS
(free +79p per additional recipe bundle)

Polish your baking skills

with this new app. It

comes with six cake

recipes, but if biscuits

and breads are more

your bag, buy an extra

recipe bundle for 79p.

Master
Pan
£59.99
Lakeland.co.uk
Where has this 

been all our 

lives? No more 

juggling every 

pan you own  

to cook up your 

Sunday hangover fry-up.  

If it’s good enough for  

Tom Daley (who proudly 

Instagrammed his), then 

it’s good enough for us. 
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We won’t tell 

anyone if you 

come back  

for seconds food
heat playlistTry!

Freakshakes: 
Molly Bakes 
Cafe & 
Bakery 
450 Kingsland Road, 
London, E8 4AE 
Stop whatever 

you’re doing – the 

Freakshake has 

landed. Choose your 

milkshake and top 

with a mad mix of 

brownie, cookie 

dough, gourmet 

marshmallows and 

honeycomb. Drool.

Buy!

Edited by
Corrie 

heat’s Corrie says, “Filling 
cannelloni tubes isn’t  
easy, especially when you
accidentally use 1kg of
spinach. But the results
were delicious and worth
getting messy hands for.”

Heat’s 

version



THE
FIVE:

NEW The Five, Sky1, friday, 9pm +++++
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BOYD HILTON REVEALS ALL
ABOUT SKY1’S GRIPPING
NEW CRIME DRAMA EVENT

H
arlan Coben is 

probably the 

world’s greatest 

purveyor of 

twisty crime 

novels. Now, for 

the first time, he’s entered 

the world of TV drama, and 

the results are thrilling. 

Coben came up with the 

concept of this ten-part 

series (showing in double 

bills from next Friday), built 

round a terrifying moment 

when a child goes missing 

while playing in the woods 

with his brother and three 

other friends. Twenty years 

on, the boy is still missing, 

but his DNA has been found 

at a crime scene, bringing 

the four friends 

together again. 

But that’s just one 

element of this 

multi-layered series 

featuring psychopaths, 

murders, kidnappings and

one jaw-dropping twist 

after another. Not only that,

but the scripts are written 

by Danny (Ordinary 

People) Brocklehurst, so 

the characters are as vivid 

and real as you’ll get in TV 

drama. heat was lucky 

enough to visit the set of 

The Five, where we met the 

four key cast members. Yes, 

four, not five. One of them’s 

missing, remember. Here’s 

what we learned…

heat’s Boyd with 

Tom and Lee

EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E

YOUR NEW 
TV OBSESSION

The friends face 

a tense reunion
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MEET THE CAST

Danny 
(O-T Fagbenle)
Danny is a police o�cer literally 
following in the footsteps of his dad, 
Ray, who led the investigation into 
Jesse’s disappearance 20 years ago. 
When Danny finds out that Jesse may 
be still alive, he has to delve back into 
the case that changed his life. 
O-T says: “Danny is quite a funny 
character. He’s got a dry sense of 
humour and he doesn’t sufer fools 
gladly. Don (Rising Damp) Warrington 
plays Danny’s dad and he is amazing. 
There’s also a lot of action stuf, 
running and chasing, which I love.” 
Where you recognise him from:  
He played the lead in BBC1 crime 
drama The Interceptor.

Pru
(Sarah Solemani)
Unliketheotherthreewhostayed
aroundafterthedisappearanceof
Jesse, Pru moved to America where 
she became a doctor and met and 
married a Yank businessman. Now 
they’re back in Blighty with their 
young daughter, but all is not rosy  
and Pru is hiding plenty of secrets.
Sarah says: “This is unlike anything 
you’ve seen before. And the cast were 
a joy. O-T and I both got into loads of 
intense debates on everything from 
sex to politics to manners.”
Where you recognise her from: 
Him & Her opposite Russell Tovey, 
and she’s Bridget Jones’s new best 
friend in the forthcoming film.

Slade 
(Lee Ingleby)
The enigmatic Slade runs a shelter  
for runaways and domestic violence 
victims. He’s still good friends with 
Mark and seems to be caring and 
loyal. But what does he get up to when 
he goes of by himself? And how close 
is he to his clients at the shelter? 
Lee says: “The thing with Harlan’s 
work is you think you know where you 
are and then all of a sudden it flips on 
its head. And I think that’s true of all  
of the characters, including Slade.  
So nothing is quite what it seems.”
Where you recognise him from: 
He’s currently starring in BBC1’s The 
A Word on Tuesday nights, and from 
Inspector George Gently.

Mark 
(Tom Cullen)
Mark is a lawyer devoted to helping 
disadvantaged people, clearly 
inspired to do good by his brother’s 
disappearance. He was only 12 years 
old when Jesse went missing and  
he was supposed to be looking after 
him that day. But was he at fault?
Tom says: “You know the way that 
Harlan writes those incredible hooks 
and twists that make you carry on 
reading?That’swhatthescriptwas
like.Iwascompletelywrongabout
theending,whichwasgreat.”
Where you recognise him from:
Downton,whereheplayedLady
Mary’sloveinterestLordGillingham,
andsexygayindiefilmWeekend.

L-R: O-T Fagbenle, 

Lee Ingleby, Sarah 

Solemani, Tom 

Cullen



KEEPING UP WITH THE

KARDASHIANS

season1-11(season12coming spring2016)

Not yet reached peak Kim and co? There’s 160 – yes, 

160 eps of KUWTK on hayu. Feel like you were there 

during Kimye’s wedding plans and experience Kim’s 

ugly cry face meme in real life, whenever you want to.

hayu guys!

THE MILLIONAIRE MATCHMAKER

season 1-8

Patti Stanger and her dating service, Millionaire’s 

Club, sets up the super-wealthy suitors with specially 

selected singletons. Sort of like a super-premium 

Tinder with a Hollywood face. She’s matchmade  

for Perez Hilton and Dina Lohan. Swit-swoo.

M
eet hayu, your

new reality TV

best friend. As  

well as being able 

to stream all your favourite 

shows, such as Keeping  

Up With The Kardashians, 

and RuPaul’s Drag Race, 

there’s also over 50  

shows never seen before  

in the UK that you can get 

hooked on. Alternatively, 

you can go right back to  

the start of your favourite 

series, and binge-watch 

right from the beginning.

What’s even better is 

that you can watch many  

of your top reality shows  

the same day they air in the 

US – so no more avoiding 

spoilers until it hits the  

UK. Here are the reality 

highlights…

W A T C H Y O U R F A V E R E A L I T Y S E R I E S W I T H H A Y U ,

A N D D I S C O V E R S O M E G R E A T N E W S E R I E S , T O O

DEMAND 
REALITY...  

#RICHKIDS OF 

BEVERLY HILLS

season 1-3  

(season 4 coming May 2016)

These lot have more money 

in their purses than we’ll 

have in a lifetime. Yes, 

Morgan and her mates  

still face the same drama, 

insecurities and hardships 

as us, but they’ve also got 

loads of money. Which 

helps ease the pain.

Selfie of a selfie? 

How very meta



APRÈS SKI season1

After the show, it’s the after party; and after the ski it’s the

Après Ski. Experience life behind the scenes of the slopes

with the concierge crew in Whistler, Canada, where the

rich and famous go for the snow. Hospitality mogul Joey

Gibbon has gone all out to create a fancy pants bespoke

concierge service and no request is too outrageous.

TOPCHEF
season1-13

Knives out! Watch

the best chefs in  

the US carve up the

competition, cooking

up their best dishes to

be in with a chance of

being named Top Chef

by the panel of expert

judges. More addictive

than MSG.

PRETTYWILD
season1

You know the film Bling

Ring, where a group robbed

celebs’ houses? Socialite

Alexis Neiers, one of the

stars of this show, was one

of them. Oo-er. It only ran

for one season, but is still

compulsive viewing.

“Do you think anyone 

will notice we’re 

dressed the same?”

The heat is  

on. Literally

Where the wild 

things are…

VANDERPUMP RULES
Season1-4

The Real Housewives Of Beverly Hills’ Lisa 

Vanderpump made for such good viewing, they gave 

the star her own show. Wise move. Lisa throws open 

the doors of her swanky Hollywood restaurant SUR, 

where she calls all the shots.

RUPAUL'S DRAG RACE
Season 2-6

A true eleganza extravaganza of a show, which sees the 

fiercest drag queens in the business fighting to be crowned 

winner. But will your favourite successfully lip sync for 

their life, or will they be forced to sashay away?

MADE IN CHELSEA
Season 1-8

Follow the lives of the poshest people on telly right

from the beginning. Relive all the dodgy hook-ups, the 

subsequent tears, and Millie Mackintosh’s tremendous

penchant for scene-stealing: let’s not forget that time 

she threw a drink in Hugo’s face. Truly badass.

One is most

amused

p r o m o t i o n

You can access over 3,000 episodes of reality shows 

with hayu for only £3.99 per month. There’s no 

contract, and there’s a 30-day free trial. You can 

watch from your laptop or phone, or cast to your  

TV using Apple Airplay or Chromecast. Plus, there’s 

curated celeb gossip on www.hayu.com, including 

the stars’ Twitter and Instagram feeds.

HAYU, LIKE REALITY TV?

Hope the wind 

doesn’t change…



DAVID WALLIAMS TAKES US BEHIND
THE SCENES OF THE NEW SERIES OF BGT

“Simon
thinks he
looks like 
Brad Pitt”

T
he tenth series of Britain’s Got Talent kicks 

o� this Saturday on ITV, so to celebrate, 

we asked David Walliams to talk us 

through exactly what goes on behind the 

scenes of the talent-show juggernaut. 

From birthday cakes and doggie wars,  

to muscle men and smiley selfies, this is David’s 

exclusive insight into the secret world of BGT…

NEW Britain’s Got Talent, Saturday, ITV ★★★★★
EXCLUSIVE

EXCLUSIV
E

Paul and Mary 

were amazed  

by this week’s

Showstopper
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To celebrate ten years of the show, they decided  

I should jump out of this cake to surprise Simon. But 

because he was so late, I was in that cake for about  

12 hours and it was not comfortable. I don’t think 

Simon was ever going to be fooled by it, because  

it was obviously not a real cake – it was made of  

wood that had been painted. But I did jump out of it.

This is my styling team. They travel 

everywhere with me. They don’t really do 

anything, but I just like to have them around.

When we’re ready to announce our 

engagement, we’re going to release this 

picture as our o�cial engagement photo. 

We look very happy together. Simon looks  

a bit like Captain Birdseye with his beard,  

but he thinks he looks like Brad Pitt, so  

we have to indulge him on that front.
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Simon was 

distracted by 

David’s lipstick

Theothersdon’tliketoacknowledgetheaudience,andinfactthey

don’tlettheaudiencememberslookthemintheeye.ButI liketochat

toeverybody,asyoucanseefromthisphotoofmetalkingtomembers

ofthepublicwhiletheotherjudgesjustignorethem.

Simon was showing o� how tight his 

pecs were, so I felt I had to check them 

out. I’m pretty sure he’s had implants, 

because they’re far too hard, or else 

he’d just been doing press-ups.

Giving the Cowell 

pecs the once-over

David’s Mastermind 

audition didn’t go well

ThisisaselfiethatAmandatook.Ialways

havetostandatthebackofpicturesas

I’msolarge.If Igointheforeground,

I justblockeveryoneelseout.

In Liverpool, they decided  I should dress as 

one of The Beatles. But I think I just look like  

Fu Manchu. Simon said he had a headache,  

so I kept playing my trombone at him.

This is my adorable little boy 

Bert. Simon says he’s boring, 

but that’s because his dogs 

Diddly and Squiddly aren’t 

trained in any way – they’re 

like a pack of wild animals, 

while Bert is well behaved.
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 Our queen of soap, Kay Ribeiro, rounds up the latest

soapy bubble
KAY’S

incest!

drugs bust!

OK, it’s not really, as 

Hollyoaks’  Zack and  

Lisa are only pretend 

brother and sister. But, as 

far as Simone and Louis 

are aware, it is. So it’s 

down to  Zack to put them 

straight and for Fake Lisa 

to reveal Real Lisa is alive.

Over in Corrie, Gaz is in hot 

water when Sharif calls the 

cops, thinking he’s dealing 

steroids. And it turns out Gaz’s 

“I was just scoring some weed 

for my ex” excuse doesn’t 

wash and he’s nicked. Oh dear.

here’s johnny!
’Enders need to get that Queen Vic 

door looked at – people go out with 

one face and come back with another. 

Johnny Carter’s back from Italy (with 

Ted Reilly replacing Sam Strike) and  

it looks like he’s staying for good. 

bad romance!
In Emmerdale, Belle’s fling  

with Dr Bailey is wrong on so 

many levels (she’s young, he 

has a wife, yadda, yadda). But 

this week, it spells bad news for 

David, who gets the wrong test 

results because Dr B’s mind  

is elsewhere. Unacceptable.
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“Erm, WTF?”

Doctors and 

nurses. Vom

“Hair’sdi�erent, 

right?”

Notdope

JUST ANOTHER
WEEK IN SOAPLAND
DRUGS, INCEST, ADULTERY…  
IT’S BUSINESS AS USUAL, THEN

naughty!
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Boyd-O-Vision

T
heGreatBritishBakeOf

becamethebiggestshow

onTVbecauseallof its

ingredientsareperfect.The

presentershavetheperfecttoneof

witandcheekycharm;thejudges

havetheperfectcontrastbetween

Paul’sdown to earthbluntness

andMary’s loveablehonesty,and

thecontestantsareinvariably

perfectlychosen.Nowwe’vegot

aspin offromBakeOf, andit’s

alreadyfeelingrather imperfect.

BakeO�:CrèmeDeLaCrème

(BBC2,Tuesdays,8pm)breaks

all therulesofGBBObybringing

inteamsofprofessionalbakers

competingtocreatehautecuisine

pastries;atrioofsharp tongued,

try hardjudgesandahost,Tom

Kerridge,who’sagiftedMichelin

starredchef himself,butcertainly

isn’tapropresenter.

That’snottosayBO:CDLC isn’t

enjoyabletowatch.Whowouldn’t

getsomepleasurefromanendless

seriesofmousselines,ganaches

andreimaginedframboisiers?

Orametre tallwhitechocolate

princesssculpturewithindividual

globesofapplecrumble?Although

you’llneedaturnoverhandy,

becauseyouwillcravepastry.

Buttheteamsofchefs inthe

openingepisodeall turnedout

toberathercharmless, taking

themselvesandthecompetition

fartooseriously,whilethejudges,

especiallysmugFrenchman

BenoitBlin,seemtobetryingtheir

besttobespiky.Atonepoint,Blin

toldtheteamofdessert inventors

thattheyneeded“topull itoutof

yourbackside”.Youdon’tgetthat

kindofposteriorextractiontalk

fromMaryBerry.Blin’scolleague

ClaireClarkhadapermanent look

ofdistasteonherface,as ifshe’d

beenkidnappedandforcedto

samplethesedisgustingexamples

offinepatisserieagainstherwill,

whilethethirdjudge,Cherish

Finden,wasclearlydetermined

tofindfault ineverything.Cherish

byname,perhaps,butthoroughly

unimpressedbynature.

Intheend, itwasquiteexcitingto

seewhichteamofincrediblygood

pastrychefswaseversoslightly

betterthantheothertwoteams

of incrediblygoodpastrychefs.

ButagreatBakeOf itmost

certainly isn’t.

ListentoBoydon

ThePlaylist,Sunday

10amonheatRadio

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,FREEVIEW716,
HEATWORLD.COM/RADIOORTHEFREEHEATRADIOAPP

Must.

Not.

Drool.

Butthere’s

nobunting,

notent…

IT’S A
PLEASURE
BUT IT’S NO
BAKE OFF

heat’s Mr TV on what you should be watching  right now

OUR TV CRITIC ON THE SWANKY PROBLEMS
WITH CREME DE LA CREME

MR ROBOTSEASON 1

Probably the best US drama 

not shown on a UK TV channel 

(it’s on Amazon Prime), Mr 

Robot follows vigilante hacker 

Elliot (Rami Malek) as he gets 

recruited by an underground 

group led by Christian Slater. 

TRAPPED

All ten eps of the great Icelandic 

thriller, shown recently on 

BBC4, in which a detective and 

his team investigate a corpse 

washed up in a coastal town  

that is engulfed by a blizzard. 

They’re trapped, you see.

RAISED BYWOLVES SERIES 2

Second run of the joyous 

Channel 4 comedy loosely 

based on the Wolverhampton 

childhoods of Caitlin and 

Caroline Moran, with the 

mother figure Della played 

superbly by Rebekah Staton.

BEST NEW

box sets

paul 

who?
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Britain’sGot More Talent
ITV2,8.25pm

As any BGT fan knows, you also have to watch BGMT

because it has more madcap acts and loads of features

like Ant & Dec playing EVEN MORE MORE athon…

and Amanda Holden answering viewers’ dilemmas

in a new item called Handy Mandy.★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Britain’sGotTalent
ITV,7pm

Thanksheavensforthe

returnof BGT toSaturday

nights,sowedon’tevenhave

togooneweekwithoutAnt

&Dec,sincetheirSaturday

NightTakeawayfinished.

Morethanthat,ofcourse,

thisisalsooneofthemost

reliablyentertaining

showsinalloftelevision.

Thisisthetenthseries

andit’s inasfinefettle

asever,achievingthe

highestratingsofany

entertainmentshowlast

year.Thisispartlydue

tosaidAnt&Dec,butalso

tothebestjudgingpanel,

nowtogetherforfiveyears,

of SimonCowell,Amanda

Holden,AleshaDixonand

DavidWalliams(who

takesusbehindthescenes

onpage86).Andthe

formatitself isunbeatable

allowingallkindsof

randommaverickstoshow

ustheiracts,whichthis

yearincludesadancing

polarbear,aone man

bandonstiltsandthe

world’sfastesttortoise.

★★★★★ BOYDHILTON

NEW!

Follow The Money
BBC4, 9pm & 10pm 

It’s a slow burner, this,  

but things are all coming 

together now. Mads finally 

gets the dirt on his man,  

but he doesn’t have enough 

actual proof to stop 

Energreen being listed on 

the stock exchange. Later, 

Claudia is incriminated  

in the company’s shady 

dealings and Sander won’t 

face up to what’s going on. 

★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

Can’tTouch This
BBC1,6.10pm

If it’s Saturday, it must  

be eccentric game-show 

night, so you have a choice 

of You’re Back In The 

Room, or this crazy format, 

which has one rule – if you 

touch the prize, you win the 

prize. Tonight’s ep features  

a karate instructor,  

a wannabe Redcoat, and  

a baker from Armagh. Zoë 

Ball and Ashley Banjo host. 

★★★ BOYD HILTON

The Big
Bang Theory
E4,6pm

Six lovely episodes of

the addictive US sitcom,

kicking of with the one

where Leonard decides that

he’s been wasting his time

on Penny, so he turns his

attention to Leslie. And

Sheldon is uncomfortable

with a change to his

hamburger routine. The

new ep airs on Thursday at

8.30pm.★★★★LIAM WRIGHT

BACK  

WITH A 

BANG

NEW

Morethe

merrier

9 APRIL

TV

Want to  
see a  picture 
of my little  

Eric?

F
A

M
O

U
S
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The Voice UK 
BBC1,7pm

Canyoubelieveit?We’re at the finalalready.Thefour

finalists will each perform solo and sing an exclusive duet

with their coach – which is always interesting in Will.i.am’s

case, considering he can’t actually sing. In the end, it’sup

to the viewers to decide who will be crowned winner and

go on to pop stardom. Maybe. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

You’re Back  
In The Room
ITV, 8.25pm

Pip Schofield presentsthe

last in the series of madcap

shows, in which five 

strangers take on a series

of simple games, but all

while under hypnosis  

by Mentalist Keith Barry.

As the tasks get harderand

the contestants sillier,

Schofe’s hysteria levels

increase to comical  

efect. ★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

GRAND FINALE

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

6.00pm Tribes, Predators & Me BBC2 

Gordon Buchanan hunts dangerous 

animals around the world.

6.00pm You’ve Been 
Framed! XXL ITV  An extended

show revisiting  some of the best

clips from this series.

6.00pm The Big Bang Theory e4

See preview, left

6.05pm NCIS: Los Angeles CHannel 5

A thief plans to steal an antique vase from  

a  naval base. 

6.10pm Can’t Touch This bbc1  

See preview, left.

7.00pm The Voice UK BBC1 

See preview, left.

7.00pm  Britain’s Got Talent ITV See 

preview, left.

7.00pm NCIS: New Orleans CHannel5 

Witnesses in thetrial of a weapons traicker 

are placed in grave danger.

8.00pm FILM Johnny English Reborn 
channel 4  Spy comedy sequel starring  

Rowan Atkinson. 

8.00pm NCIS CHannel5 The team

investigates the cause of a hit and

run accident.

8.25pm  You’re Back In The
Room ITV See preview, left.

8.25pm  Britain’s Got More Talent 
ITV2 See preview, left.

9.00pm Casualty bbc1 Jacob sets out to 

track down a dangerous drug dealer 

operating in Holby.

9.00pm Follow The Money BBC4 

See preview, left.

9.00pm FILM Easy A E4 Teen

comedy starring Emma Stone.

9.00pm Games Of Thrones sky

atlantic In  Season 5 episode 6 and 7, Jorah

and Tyrion run into slavers and Sansa tries to

talk to Theon.

9.25pm FILM The Fast And The 
Furious ITV  See preview, left. 

10.00pm FILM Die Hard channel4  See 

preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING

Die Hard
Channel 4, 10pm

If, for some reason, you’ve 

yet to see this classic 

thriller, this is as good a 

time as any to appreciate 

its delights, from Alan 

Rickman as the villain  

to Bruce Willis in a vest. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON 

The Fast And  
The Furious
ITV, 9.25pm

Catch the 2001 action film  

– starring Paul Walker, 

and Vin Diesel  – which 

spawned a huge franchise, 

with an eighth film on the 

way. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

SATURDAY NIGHT MOVIES

And the

winner is…?

LISTENONDABDIGITALRADIO,
FREEVIEW716,HEATWORLD.COM/RADIO

OR VIA THE FREE HEATRADIO APP

SHAMELESS
PLUG

Peter Andre
12noon-2PM

Pete’s got all the biggest 

and best tunes from the 

’80s, ’90s and ’00s, and 

he knows how to use them 

on his #reheat show.

Jamie Laing 
10AM-12noon

As well as some top music, 

get all the latest showbiz 

stories from the Laing 

(including insider gossip 

from Made In Chelsea).
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11.22.63
Fox, 9pm

James Franco stars in this

eight-part US series, based 

on Stephen King’s novel, 

along with Josh Duhamel, 

Chris Cooper (American 
Beauty) and TR Knight 

(Grey’s Anatomy). The 

talent doesn’t stop there, 

though, because it’s brought 

to the screen by Star Wars: 
The Force Awakens/Lost 

producer JJ Abrams and 

Friday Night Lights’ 

Bridget Carpenter. Excited 

yet? You should be. This 

first episode wastes little 

time in getting to the gist  

of the story: teacher Jake 

Epping (Franco) discovers 

a time portal inside a closet 

at his old friend Al’s diner. 

When he steps inside, he’s 

instantly transported back 

to 21 October 1960. When 

Jake returns to the present 

day, Al tries to persuade 

him to go back and stop US 

president John F Kennedy 

from being assassinated  

in 1963. As with the novel, 

it’s a fascinating premise. 

Consider us hooked. 

★★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

NEW!

NEW!

Hidden Britain  
By Drone
Channel 4, 8pm

Drone cameras are all the 

rage – their technology is 

being used in all kinds of 

films and TV shows, but 

this series is built entirely 

around them. It’s presented 

by Sir Tony Robinson, and 

uses drones to fly through  

a forest with a deadly secret, 

and into the hidden stately 

pile of an aristocrat. Cool. 

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The Durrells
ITV, 8pm

We continue to cheer on 

Keeley Hawes as Louisa 

Durrell, a single mother in 

1935, who whisks her kids 

of to a new life in Corfu. 

They’re settling down, but 

need money – maybe Spiros 

(Alexis Georgoulis) can 

help? Meanwhile, Gerry’s 

animal collection grows 

and Larry falls dangerously 

ill. Can Theo and Sven save 

him? ★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

NEW 
US 

DRAMA 
ALERT!

Franco Cabs: 

at your service

i’ll probably  
get naked at  
some point

SundayTV
10 APRIL

Wild Things
Sky1, 7pm 

A second series of the show 

that feels like the winner  

of the Alan Partridge Most 

Ludicrous TV Concept Ever 

award. Hosts Kate Humble 

and Jason Byrne reopen  

the gates to the Wild Wood, 

where contestants dress as 

giant animals and take on its 

tricky obstacle course. Japes 

do ensue, and if it’s not strictly 

Monkey Tennis, it’s pretty 

much Beaver Chase. Or  

more specifically in this 

opening episode, a wolf plays 

Whack-a-Mole, a swarm of 

bees torment a beaver and  

a squirrel finds a fishy reason 

to fall out with his girlfriend.

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

NEW!
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Chicago Med
Universal, 10pm

A mass shooting at a cinema

sends Chicago Memorial

into panic mode. Dr 

Halstead treats a patient

who was trampled during

the incident, then became

brain dead. In other scenes,

Dr Manning and Dr 

Charles treat a patient with

an eating disorder. Then it

all gets complicated when

the shooter is investigated.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Undercover
BBC1, 9pm 

We don’t know how Nick

did it. It’s hard enough

keeping a surprise birthday

party secret from most

spouses, let alone the fact

you were an undercover

copper infiltrating political

groups, so props to him for

that. Tonight’s ep flashes

back 20 years to his first

meeting with barrister

Maya, who’s stirring up

more trouble in the present.

★★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

Indian Summers
Channel 4, 9pm

Blimey, it’s all going on in 

Simla tonight. Badly burnt 

scumbag Lord Hawthorne 

is hell bent on avenging his 

attacker and his sights are 

set on Ralph’s son Adam. 

Feisty Alice makes a stand 

against hideous husband 

Charlie and Ralph learns 

the truth about his past. Oh, 

and Cynthia gives someone 

a hand job. See? Eventful. 

★★★★★ KAY RIBEIRO

Parks And 
Recreation
Dave, 11pm

The Sunday night double

bill of Parks And Rec eps

on Dave is pretty much the

perfect way to see out the

weekend. So, here’s two

shows from season five, in

which a tabloid reporter

steals Leslie’s jokes and

then she launches a bid to

stop a video store from

going out of business.

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Home Fires
ITV, 9pm

Laura’s adultery becomes 

public knowledge as the 

Bowers’ divorce is splashed 

all over the papers, which  

is bad news for her growing 

friendship with Tom. 

Meanwhile, Stanley comes 

home, and Pat’s tempted  

to get closer to handsome 

Marek, but vile husband 

Bob is back in the village 

hospital. Do it anyway, Pat! 

★★★★ LISA HOWELLS

Outlander
AmazonPrimeVideo

This bold mix of time-travel fantasy and historical

drama is a huge cult phenomenon, shown on the Starz

channel in the US and as an Amazon exclusive here.

This second season kicks of today with our heroine

Claire returning to her own time in the 20th century,

but what about the love she left behind? There’ll be  

a new episode every Sunday. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

NEW!
Leatherwas

big in1743

6pm

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

11pm

6.00pm Paul O’Grady:  
The Sally Army And Me BBC1

Presenter Paul reads a Bible story  

to some children.

7.00pm Countryfile  BBC1 
John Craven follows LS Lowry’s journeys 

around Northumberland. 

7.00pm The Chase Celebrity 
Special itv Charlie Brooks,

Richard Whitehead, Shappi

Khorsandi and David Dickinson

try their best to beat The Chaser.

7.00pm Wild Things sky1 See

preview, left. 

8.00pm Antiques Roadshow Bbc1 

Rareties get the expert once-over in Glasgow. 

8.00pm The Durrells ITV  See preview, left. 

8.00pm Hidden Britain By Drone 
channel 4  See preview, left. 

8.00pm Duck Quacks Don’t 
Echo sky1 With Sara Cox, Rhod

Gilbert and Gregg Wallace.

9.00pm Undercover  BBC1 See

preview, left. 

9.00pm Home Fires ITV See preview, left.

9.00pm 11.22.63 Fox See preview, left. 

9.00pm Penn & Teller:  
Fool Us In Vegas  channel 5 Featuring  

a horrifying trick with a needle and thread. 

Yikes! 

9.00pm Marvel’s Agents Of SHIELD E4 

Plans are afoot to wipe out  

the inhumans.

9.00pm I Am Cait E! Scott and

Cait are not getting on. 

10.00pm Chicago Med universal

See preview, left.  

10.00pm FILM The Town channel 5

Crime drama starring  and directed by  

Ben A�eck. 

10.00pm The Only Way Is Essex itvbe 

More Essex-based antics. Last in the series. 

11.00pm Parks And Recreation  
dave See preview, left. 

11.05pm FILM Insidious channel 4 Horror 

starring Rose Byrne and Patrick Wilson. 

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



  
  

MTVMovieAwards
MTV,8pm

Themostfunfilmawardson

thecalendar.Proof?Themost

nominated film is Star Wars:

The Force Awakens with 11,

and superhero romp Deadpool

has eight. This year it’s hosted

by Dwayne “The Rock” 

Johnson and Kevin Hart,

who’ll introduce such starsas

Zac Efron, Charlize Theron,

Kendrick Lamar and Chris

Hemsworth presenting

categories including BestKiss

(Dakota Johnson and Jamie

Dornan in Fifty Shades is

surely the favourite) andBest

Fight, featuring Leo vs the

bear in The Revenant. Will

Leo (or the bear) show upif

he wins? ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

TheMuppets/
ModernFamily
Sky1, 8pm/8.30pm

When Miss Piggy breaksher

leg during a dance number,

Kermit gets the crewto

broadcast from the hospital.

Then the Modern Family

members take refugeatJay

and Gloria’s when a storm

brings power cuts. Philtries

to play the hero, whileMitch

and Cam struggle tosalvage

Lily’s birthday party.

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Marcella
ITV,9pm

Still reeling from her 

husband leaving her, 

Marcella (Anna Friel) 

throws herself into her  

work with the Met’s murder 

squad. As she and the team 

hunt the Grove Park Killer, 

Marcella has a hunch that 

points to a man named 

Peter Cullen (Corrie’s Ian 

Puleston-Davies). But is her 

heartbreak messing up her 

work? ★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

MadeInChelsea
e4,9pm

Crack open the Bolly

(mid level fizz) MIC’s

back for its eleventh series.

Post bombshell that

dweeby Sam found another

female willing to kiss him,

Tif decides whether she

can forgive his love rattery.

Speaking of which,

Stephanie’s got a new love

interest: No1 romantic

rodent, Mytton. Expect

Lucy’s eyeballs to do a full

360° back roll. And there

are also two new faces

in town: Jessica Molly

Dixon, a “brutally honest”

lingerie entrepreneur,

and Olivia Bentley, a fine

art photographer who

specialises in nudes. We

give it six seconds before

eager Jamie’s whipping of

his kit trying to impress

her. Bois will be bois. And,

if seeing Jamie on your 32”

isn’t enough, don’t forget

you can always wake up

with him on Saturdays on

heat Radio for more MIC

bants and random chat. To

quote Laingers, “Sweeeet!”

★★★★ KAY RIBEIRO
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JESSICA MOLLY
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Vinyl
Sky Atlantic, 9pm

Penultimate episode of the

rock drama, which has so

far given us actors playing

versions of David Bowie,

Led Zep and Elvis Presley.

This week , it’s all about

Richie’s criminal chickens

coming home to roost as

the police close in on Buck

Rogers’ murder. Elsewhere,

Jamie crashes with Kip as

The Nasty Bits finish their

record. ★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Empire
E4, 10pm

The brilliantly fun soapy

drama about the family-run

rap-record label is back

from hiatus, which meansit

follows on from Vinyl’s ’70s

fictional record label dramz.

After losing the companyhe

built, Lucious announceshe

will stop at nothing toregain

power, while Rhonda,

Andre and the Lyon family

come to terms with a horrific

tragedy. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The Island With 
Bear Grylls
Channel 4, 9pm

In the gruelling reality 

challenge, the motley crews 

have been marooned for  

ten days on their deserted 

island. Rob leads the search 

for food, but their attempts 

at hunting come to nothing. 

Then Rob bravely – or 

foolishly – leads a group of 

the strongest swimmers 

into the sea to set up a fishing 

net. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The People  
V OJ Simpson
BBC2, 9pm

The amazing drama 

continues, packing in as

much tension and OMG

moments as you’ll find in

The Walking Dead. Less

blood, admittedly. Just 

when you thought this court

couldn’t possibly become

more of a pressure cooker,

the defence tries to 

introduce “inflammatory

tapes”, taking the casein

an unexpected direction.

★★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Sex Box
Channel4,10pm

Sexologist and former Miss

Belgium Goedele Liekens

turns matchmaker this

week, arranging a blind

date for two volunteers,

who share a fantasy of

no strings sex. They meet

in the studio for the first

time and then go into the

box and shag, if they feel

like it. Maybe they’ll just

do some knitting. We shall

find out. ★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Girls
SkyAtlantic,10.45pm

This could turn out tobe

the best season yet of Lena

Dunham’s extraordinary

comedy. Hannah is rescued

by Ray after her road trip

with Fran is cut short,but

their journey back to New

York City gets derailed.

Meanwhile, Marnie’s

relationship with Desiisput

under the microscopewhen

they record a new song.

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Plebs
ITV2,10pm

Michelle Keegan proves 

she’s game for a laugh with 

her guest appearance in 

this typically rude episode 

of the very funny sitcom. 

She plays Ursula, one of  

the Vestal Virgins, who 

guard the city’s sacred 

flame. But she’s not that 

virginal really, and 

encourages lucky Stylax  

to have some athletic sex. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

OMG DRAMA

We’re guessing

he put those

glasses onafter

thattie…

8pm

7pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm The One Show BBC1

More topical chat with Alex Jones

and Matt Baker. 

7.00pm Emmerdale ITV 

Dr Bailey makes a mistake with

David’s test results. 

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV

Maria  appears uneasy when she returns to 

Weatherfield. And, at 8.30pm, bully Lauren 

accuses Nick of assault.   

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1

Louise continues to blackmail Abi.

8.00pm MTV Movie  
Awards  MTV

See preview, left.

8.00pm The Muppets Sky 1

See preview, left.  

8.30pm Modern Family sky 1

See preview, left.  

9.00pm The People V OJ Simpson BBC2

See preview, left. 

9.00pm Marcella itv  

See preview, left.

9.00pm The Island With Bear Grylls 
Channel 4 See preview, left.

9.00pm The Tube: Going 
Underground  Channel  5  

There’s disruption underground 

when a man is taken ill.

9.00pm Family Guy  itv2

Peter is overcome with jealousy.

9.00pm Made In Chelsea e 4

See preview, left.

9.00pm Vet On The Hill  more 4  

A moggy with severe breathing problems 

gets treated. 

9.00pm Vinyl sky atlantic  See preview, left.  

9.00pm Dance Moms lifetime   

Kendall stands up to Ashlee.

10.00pm Plebs channel 4  

See preview, left. 

10.00pm  Sex Box  channel 4  

See preview, left. 

10.00pm  Empire e4 

See preview, left. 

10.45pm Girls  sky atlantic See preview,

left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING
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Camping
Sky Atlantic, 10pm

Julia Davis, the brilliant

writer/actor who gave us 

Nighty Night and Hunderby  
is back with another 

astonishingly rude and 

funny series. Best of all, you 

can watch the whole thing 

in all its glory from tonight, 

on Sky box sets. We’re 

introduced to a cast of 

characters gathering for  

a spot of camping, under  

the almost demonically 

watchful eye of Fiona (Vicki 

Pepperdine), who not only 

rules over her poor husband 

Robin (Steve Pemberton) 

with a rod of iron, but also 

tortures their son with 

insane claims like the 

possibility he has two 

anuses. They’re joined by 

odd couple Adam (Jonathan  

Cake) and Kerry (Elizabeth 

Berrington) and, best of all, 

the recently separated Tom

(Rufus Jones) and his new 

partner Fay (Davis), who 

can barely keep their hands

of each other. Utterly 

amazing, hilarious and 

quite scary scenes ensue. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON
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Bake Off: Crème
DeLaCrème
BBC2,8pm

In the third heat of the

super posh Bake Of
spinof, three teams of chefs

have to create 36 Petit

Antoine chocolate slices, 36

Macaroons Religious, and

36 pyramid shaped cakes.

They then have to reinvent

a popular British dessert

as a fine dining experience.

See Boyd O Vision, page

91.★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

The Tunnel:
Sabotage
SkyAtlantic,9pm

The first series of this

French/British thriller saw

detectives Elise and Karl

solving a spree of murders.

When a plane crashes into

the Channel and a couple

are kidnapped from inside

the tunnel, they’re bought

back together to investigate.

Watch the whole gripping

series in one go on Sky Box

Sets. ★★★★DEBORAHFRASER

The AWord
BBC1,9pm

BBC1’s superior drama

continues with Alison

organising a sleepover

for Joe. But unless  there’s

a secret society  of  five-

year old boys who love

The Buzzcocks hanging

out in the Lake District, we

can’t see it going too well.

Meanwhile, Paul’s making

his own plans  for helping

Joe. Good luck with that,

mate.★★★★★ JULIEEMERY

Drive
ITV,9pm

Vernon Kay may have a lot

on his mind, but he’s already

pre recorded this celeb car

racing show, so it’ll all be

fine.Tonight he meets up

with the remaining seven

celebrities and introduces

the group to their second

challenge of of road buggy

racing. The course consists

of banks, sharp corners and

hairpin turns. And lots of

mud.★★★LIAMWRIGHT

The Aliens
E4, 9pm

There’s a gang war raging 

and Troy is put into 

lockdown – no one in, no 

one out. With the help of 

Lilyhot, Lewis realises he’s 

got to bring the conflict to 

an end. And as in the world 

of TV and alien half-worlds, 

this won’t happen smoothly 

or without sacrifice. Just 

make sure nothing happens 

to Michael Socha’s face, 

OK? ★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

DON’T 
MISS 
THIS

NEW!

if this picture 
doesn’t make  

you want to binge- 
watch the lot, 
nothing will 

NEW!

Tuesday
12 APRIL

TV
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Fear The
WalkingDead
AMCOnBT,9pm

The Walking Dead’s most

recent season may have

just ended, but handily

this prequel’s second series

starts tonight (after a 2am

simulcast last night with

the US showing), exclusive

to the BT TV platform. The

chat show Talking Dead:

Fear Edition with Chris

Hardwick follows on at

10pm.★★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

Better Call Saul
Netflix

A reminder that this

prequel to Breaking Bad

is still going strong in its

weekly episodes on Netflix,

with recent ones reaching

glorious new heights. This

week Mike takes an overly

methodical approach

to his mission, someone

questions Chuck’s skills

and Jimmy faces a personal

dilemma. Don’t miss out.

★★★★★BOYDHILTON

First Dates
Channel 4, 10pm

Tattooed gym fan and serial 

dater Heather bears more 

than a passing resemblance 

to Jodie Marsh. She meets 

graphic designer Paddy, 

whose ideal woman just 

happens to be Jodie Marsh. 

Cupid’s arrow is pointing 

with laser precision these 

days. Well, until Paddy 

starts talking about his ex. 

How will that go down? 

★★★★ JEN CROTHERS

NEW!

are you a camping enthusiast in real life?
I went on a lot of static caravan holidays 

as a child, so I’m sure that was some kind 

of inspiration. I’ve l  d  it  

a couple of times a   

Your character F    
very different fr   
you’ve played bef
I did want to play a  

kind of person. She  

everything is just g    

honest, it wasn’t a   

character in my mi    

I wanted her to be   

annoying, a bit flak  

Then Rufus Jones  

character Tom ma  

her come to life 

because he’s so 

brilliantly ridiculo

How did you  
find doing the 
amazingly rude 
sex scenes?
[Laughs.] Oddly, 

I’ve never done sex 

scenes in any of my 

stuf, so it was quit  

weird. But I do kno  

Rufus, who I have t  

scenes with, so it w  

less embarrassing  

it would have been. But in the sex  

scene at the end of episode two, I had  

a cameraman straddling me, while 

I  di ti  the scene as well!  

   di�cult.

  m like with shows like 
  Catastrophe there’s  

  for showing very 
ic  sex scenes… 

  you’re right. There’s 

hing very funny about  

  thing. It is fun to explore 

 moments and I love those 

ows as well. When we 

were filming, we did think, 

“Oh God, how far can  

we go with this stuf?”

This series is available 
from Sky as a box set  
to watch all in one go –  
do you like that way  
of watching TV?
I do, but also I think some 

shows like Happy Valley 

demand to be seen 

weekly. I can’t stop going 

on about that show. It’s 

one of the best things I’ve 

seen for years. Whereas  

I did binge on Making  

A Murderer on Netflix, 

which I loved as well. ■

Julia Davis
a quickie with Camping’s

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7pm Emmerdale ITV  Gordon’s confident 

on his first day in  court, and Aaron 

struggles when he takes the stand.

7.30pm EastEnders bbc1

Abi’s on the receiving end of Phil 

and Ben’s wrath. 

8.00pm Holby City  bbc1

Jesse reappraises his relationship with his 

grieving father.

8.00pm Bake Off : Crème De La Crème  
BBC2 See preview, left.

8.00pm How Not To DIY  ITV

Home improvements gone wrong. 

8.00pm Obsessive Compulsive 
Cleaners  channel 4  Sorting out hugely 

untidy houses in Norwich and Norfolk.

8.00pm The Yorkshire Vet   
channel 5  A new series visiting 

Julian Norton and his team of  

vets as they cure sick animals.

8.00pm The Goldbergs E4

David Copperfield inspires Adam to become 

a magician. Just like that. 

8.00pm The Flash sky 1  Barry runs into  

a fellow speedster who’s up to no good.

9.00pm The A Word  BBC1 See preview, left. 

9.00pm Drive ITV  See preview, left.  

9.00pm  One Born Every Minute 
Channel4  Following  three very di�erent men 

as they prepare for fatherhood.

9.00pm  Blindspot Sky LIVING 

An art gallery heist proves deadly for Jane.

9.00pm The Tunnel: Sabotage 
sky atlantic See preview, left. 

9.00pm The Aliens E 4 See 

preview, left.

9.00pm Fear The Walking Dead  
AMC ON BT See preview, left.

10.00pm First Dates channel 4

See preview, left.

10.00pm Camping sky atlantic

See preview, left.

10.00pm Geordie Shore MTV  

Tashing on, getting mortal and other  

such shenanigans.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



Scott&Bailey
ITV, 9pm

Our fave female cop duo

return for this, their fifth 

series. It shakes up the 

tried-and-trusted formula 

by following one single case 

over its three-episode run 

– a case that takes feisty 

Rachel and soothing Janet 

into the “dark net”. And 

there’s no messing about.  

A whistle-stop flashback 

covers Rachel’s year-long 

secondment in London in 

about, er, three-and-a-half 

seconds and then we’re in 

the thick of it: it’s raining 

cats and dogs, there’s a dead 

man in an alley and S&B 

need to find out why he’s 

been stabbed for no reason.  

The team links it to other 

deaths, and uncovers an 

escalating game of murder 

involving numerous killers. 

And that’s before we factor 

in messy love lives, petty 

team squabbles, serious 

family dramas and 

annoying new girls. Yes, we 

miss now-retired DCI Gill 

Murray, but it’s good to have 

the rest of the crew back. 

★★★★★ LISA HOWELLS
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MasterChef
BBC1, 9pm

A later start than usual

due to FA Cup football,

and it’s the last week of the

heats as the final group of

amateurs battle for a place

in the quarter final. The

five hopefuls are given an

hour and 15 minutes to

dazzle the judges when

they are asked to cook their

Calling Card, then it’s the

Sweet Or Savoury test.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Arrow & Limitless
Sky1, 8pm &  9pm

In the superhero saga, 

Cupid shows up in Star  

City with an evil plan to 

destroy everyone in love.  

As the team learn she is 

killing couples on their 

wedding day, Oliver and 

Felicity decide to pose as 

bait. Then in fantasy drama 

Limitless, Brian’s dad looks 

for a way get his son of the 

drug and out of the FBI. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Jane The Virgin
E4, 7.30pm

Jane is so busy trying to

juggle motherhood and her

studies, she forgets to plan

Lina’s 25th birthday party.

On top of all that, Rafael

tells Jane he still wants

a relationship with her,

but she is shocked when

he asks for joint custody of

the baby. So Petra tries to

enlist Michael’s help to

keep Jane and Rafael apart.

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Five Star Babies: 
Inside The 
Portland Hospital
BBC2, 9pm

New docu series giving  

us a fascinating glimpse 

inside the UK’s only private 

maternity hospital, where 

the likes of  Victoria 

Beckham has given birth.  

In this episode, we meet 

high-society “It Girl” Hui, 

who admits she’s too scared 

to give birth naturally. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Tonight At The 
London Palladium
ITV, 8pm

Bradley Walsh hosts a new 

series of entertainment 

from the famous London 

venue, hopefully corpsing 

at some point along the way, 

like he does on The Chase. 

Tonight’s guests include 

singer Birdy and there’ll be 

choons from the West End’s 

Motown The Musical, plus 

thrills from The Globe Of 

Death. ★★★ JASON ARNOPP

ACE 

DRAMA 

ALERT

NEW!NEW!

damn it – i’ve 
fallen into  
a facebook  

hole

WednesdayTV
13 APRIL 

NEW!
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Grey’sAnatomy
SkyLiving,10PM

Things are already tricky

for April and Jackson, but

to make them trickier, his

mother pays them a visit

probably to knock their

heads together. Plus,

Amelia reevaluates her

relationship with Owen,

while Meredith takes two

steps forward and 20 steps

back with Will. He’s cute,

but he’s not McDreamy.

★★★★LISAHOWELLS

Madam Secretary
Sky Living, 9pm 

Elizabeth travels to 

Myanmar to sign a Pacific 

Rim trade agreement, but 

faces resistance from the 

country’s US ambassador. 

Back home, Henry and 

Blake deal with a group of 

disgruntled neighbours, 

sick of the disruption  

that living alongside the 

Secretary of State causes 

them. But she’s so much 

fun… ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Happyish
Sky Atlantic, 10pm

This very dark but very 

funny US series continues 

with another double bill  

of episodes starring Steve 

Coogan as miserable 

mid lifer Thom Payne. In 

the first episode, Thom’s 

morning is ruined when  

he gets trapped on a train 

with frustrated passengers. 

Then Lee takes a trip to the 

mall for some retail therapy.

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Here’s all you need to know about Scott & Bailey
(more about their love lives than policing, FYI)

Series 1
DCs Janet Scott and Rachel Bailey work 

for a specialist unit investigating bad, 

bad crimes. Janet’s cheating on her 

husband with hot cop Andy (above), 

while Rach’s romance with a dodgy 

barrister threatens her career.

Series 4
Janet gets promoted, but has to step 

aside, leaving Rachel to juggle a new job 

with the reappearance of her mum, 

who’s a lush. As, so it turns out, is Gill, 

and Janet is forced to grass her up  

and nudge her into retirement. 

Series 3
Rachel’s married Sean, but can’t 

actually stand him, so plays away. At 

work, a new Sergeant joins the team, 

and the crew investigate when they find 

bodies buried in a cellar, which leads  

to boss Gill being kidnapped (above).

Series 2
There are more crimes to crack and 

dramas to navigate. Janet continues 

her on/o� a�air with Andy, while Rach 

hooks up with overly-keen PC Sean.  

Oh, and her brother Dom (above) kills 

her ex and makes it seem like she did it.

THE STORY SO FAR...

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm MOTD Live West Ham United 
v Manchester United BBC1 

Twenty two men, one ball. 

7.00pm Emmerdale itv 

Liv and Sandra are up in the dock. 

7.30pm Coronation Street itv 

Luke is shocked when he finds out 

Maria has married Pablo.

7.30pm Jane The Virgin 
 E4  See preview, left.

8.00pm Tonight At The London 
Palladium ITV  See preview, left.

8.00pm The Supervet Channel4  

A poor Chihuahua is rushed to the 

clinic after being hit by a car. 

8.00pm GPs: Behind Closed 
Doors CHANNEL 5  A patient’s binge- 

drinking session is putting his health  

at risk.

8.00pm Arrow sky1 See preview, left.

9.00pm MasterChef  BBC1  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Five Star Babies: Inside The 
Portland Hospital BBC2  See preview, left. 

9.00pm Scott & Bailey ITV See preview, 

left. 

9.00pm 24 Hours In A&E channel4  

A cyclist is admitted after crashing face-first 

into a car. 

9.00pm The Royals E!  In the  

last of the series, Liam finally 

discovers his father’s true killer.

9.00pm The 100  E4 Octavia is 

forced to make a big decision.

9.00pm Limitless SKY1  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Madam Secretary 
SKY LIVING  See preview, left.

10.00pm The Only Way Is 
Essex ITVBE  Last visit to 

Essex-shire of the series .

10.00pm Grey’s Anatomy
SKY LIVING  See preview, left. 

10.00pm Happyish
SKY atlantic See preview, left.

highlights
PEAK VIEWING
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Line Of Duty
BBC2, 9pm 

Now we’re past halfway in this 

unbelievably great third series of the  

crime thriller, we’re suddenly beginning  

to realise that genius writer Jed Mercurio 

has been cunningly laying all kinds of 

underlying plot threads going all the way 

back to series one. So, even though it’s  

true to say that each series has focused  

on a separate case of police corruption, 

there has always been a bigger, scarier  

load of nefarious activities going on  

at the same time, with cover-ups and 

conspiracies to go along with them.  

In fact, if you haven’t yet, it’s worth 

brushing up on series 2 in particular  

(all episodes are up on Netflix, by the  

way), especially now that Keeley Hawes’ 

brooding, furious Denton – the main 

subject of that series – has returned, 

hoping to cause all kinds of extra trouble

for the team. Suspicions now surround

quite a few of the detectives in internal

investigation unit AC-12 itself, as Steve

(Martin Compston) probes the murky

case of historic child abuse with goodness

knows who entangled in that web. And

he himself isn’t exactly squeaky clean,

as his relationships with former suspects

come under sharper focus than ever 

before. Once again, every single scene

from start to finish is massively 

enthralling. ★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Man behaving 

badly. Probably

GRIPPING 
DRAMA

I can see  
right up your  

nose from  
here, mate

Thursday
14 APRIL

TV



ToddMargaret
Fox,10.30pm

Thissurrealcomedywas

firstcreatedin2010and

starredDavid(Arrested

Development)Cross, the

greatSharonHorganand

TheInbetweeners’Blake

Harrison.Nowit’sbackfor

athirdseason,eventhough

thesecondseemingly

endedwithanuclear

apocalypse.Somehow

ToddisbackinLondon.

Allwillbeexplained,

maybe.★★★★BOYDHILTON

Scandal
SkyLiving,10pm

ThePresidential

campaigninginthisdrama

isalmostasdirtyastheone

goingoninreal lifewiththat

DonaldTrumpandco.

OliviaPopeandteamget

holdofsomedamaginginfo

ontheiropponent,which

seemstoogoodtobetrue.

Sosheneedshelptoverify

justhowauthenticthis

storyreally is.Meanwhile,

Cyrushashisownagenda.

★★★★ LIAMWRIGHT

BargainShopWars
ITV,8.30pm

If bargainsgetyouhotand

sweaty,chancesareyou’ll

lovethisnewdocu soap

aboutthegoings onat

Pep&Co,Britain’snewest

bargainchain.Tonight,

Corbybranchmanager

Sue’s inatizzoveran

unexpectedvisit fromthe

competitionandmaverick

headoice ditch their

homeware range for a men’s

line.★★★★ KAYRIBEIRO

The BigBang
Theory E4,8.30pm

This episode went out on

Valentine’s Day in America,

which is why Sheldon and

Amy host a special live

Valentine’s episode of their

internet show Fun With

Flags. Also, Leonard and

Penny grapple with ageing,

Howard and Bernadette

find a surprise in their hot

tub, and Raj is excited about

a girl from the comic book

shop.★★★★ BOYDHILTON
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The Good Wife
More4, 9pm 

Tonight’s ep, “Tracks”, 

follows Alicia and Carey  

as they join forces to  

defend a musician. But 

really it should be called 

“Neighbours”  because 

Alicia’s building buddies 

are waging a war against 

her operating the law firm 

from her apartment and 

threaten to have her 

evicted. Which isn’t very 

neighbourly of them. 

★★★★ KAY RIBEIRO

Paul O’Grady’s
Animal Orphans
ITV, 9pm

Animal lover Paul’s back,

and tonight he heads to the

orangutan rehab centre

in Sepilok, Borneo, where

orangs seek refuge from

deforestation. In particular,

Paul befriends baby orphan

Archie, who needs to learn

climbing and swinging

skills, but is more intent

on just clinging to him.

Awww. ★★★★ KAY RIBEIRO

Millionaire 
Mansions
Channel 4, 8pm

This series really is an 

example of property porn,

focusing as it does on how

the millionaire lifestyle is

created in luxury homes.

In this episode we meet

Aquarium Architecture,

who design bespoke 

aquariums, like a 12ft one

full of piranhas. Then 

there’s Savoir Beds, who

make some beds that 

cost more than £100k.

★★★ LIAM WRIGHT UTTER MADNESS

NEW!

NEW! NEW!

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7pm Emmerdale ITV

Gordon lies on the stand, while Liv

gets up there too. Continues at

8pm.

7.30pm EastEnders bbc1

Johnny can’t believe how much his family

have kept from him. 

7.30pm Fraud – How Safe Is Your 
Money? itv

Not very, if this programme is to be believed.

8pm Jungle Animal Hospital: 
Natural World  BBC2 Behind the scenes  

at a jungle animal hospital in Guatemala.

8pm Millionaires’ Mansions  channel4  

See preview, left.

8pm Medical Mysteries  CHANNEL 5  

A woman whosestroke-like attacks leave  

her speaking in a foreign accent. 

8.30pm Bargain Shop Wars ITV   

See preview, left

8.30pm The Big Bang Theory E4  

See preview, left.

9.00pm How To Stay Young  BBC1 

Angela Rippon and Dr Chris van

Tulleken find out howto keep the

brain healthy. Fascinating. 

9.00pm Line Of Duty  BBC2

See preview, left.

9.00pm Paul O’Grady’s Animal 
Orphans itv See preview, left. 

9.00pm British Army Girls Channel 4   

Two of the troops fall victim to injury.

9.00pm Brooklyn Nine-Nine  e4  

A new detective joins the team.

9.00pm Colony SKY 1  Katie makes a secret 

commitment. 

9.00pm The Good Wife more4   

See preview, left.

10.00pm Alan Carr: Chatty
Man  CHannel 4 Shawn Mendes

guests. 

10.00pm Scandal SKy LIVING

See preview, left.

10.00pm Celebrity Juice ITV2  

Fred “First Dates” Sirieix and Ben Fogle  

are guests on the show. 

10.30pm Todd Margaret FOX  

See preview, left. 

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



Unbreakable
KimmySchmidt
Season 2
NETFLIX

“What’s your deal? You’re 

like a cartoon person,” asks 

one of the characters in  

this new series. And that’s 

exactly Kimmy Schmidt’s 

deal. Away from the murder 

and political corruption 

elsewhere on Netflix, it’s  

a treat to have something so 

joyous. After 15 years locked 

in a bunker, Kimmy (Ellie 

Kemper) is the most earnest 

character on TV – which,  

on paper, should be more 

annoying than standing on  

a plug barefoot. But thanks 

to an amazing supporting 

cast and Tina Fey’s genius 

mind, Kimmy is endearing 

and inadvertently funny. 

Plus, you can whizz through 

13 episodes in an afternoon. 

In this new season, Dong’s 

been learning English from 

Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians and Titus’ 

pre-Titus life comes back  

to haunt him. All the while, 

Kimmy’s just being her 

animated self, and for that 

we should be grateful. 

★★★★ JEN CROTHERS
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The Blacklist
Sky Living, 9pm

When a State Department

oicial is murdered, the

team find a link to big-time

criminal “The Caretaker”,

so called because he takes

care of a deposit box for the

underworld – we see what

he did there. It’s a chance for

Red to get his hands on the

secrets in the box, but Liz

is distracted by the search

for information about her

mother. ★★★ LISA HOWELLS

The Five
Sky1, 9pm

Check out our feature on 

this riveting new crime 

drama on page 82, then 

make sure you tune in for 

one of the very best series 

we’ve seen in ages. A group 

of friends’ lives are turned 

upside down when the 

disappearance of their 

childhood buddy suddenly 

comes back to haunt  

them after 20 years. 

★★★★★ BOYD HILTON

Supergirl
Sky1, 8pm

Senator Miranda Crane,

a politician known for her

anti-alien views, becomes

even more anti-alien when

she’s kidnapped by a White

Martian. These aliens are

well known to shape shifter

Hank (David Harewood),

since they wiped out his

people and his family. It’s

down to Supergirl (Melissa

Benoist) to fly to the rescue.

★★★★ JASON ARNOPP

Billy Connolly 
Tracks Across 
America
ITV, 9pm

Final part of the series in 

which the legendary comic 

travels across the US of A  

by train. In this week’s ep, 

he experiences the joy of 

Friday night (American) 

football in Texas, and 

braves an attack from 

jumping Asian carp in the 

swamplands of Louisiana. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

Travel Man
Channel 4, 8.30pm

The latest in the splendidly

fun travel show, as Richard 

Ayoade heads to Berlin for  

a long weekend of cultural 

fixes with comedian Roisin 

Conaty. They check in at the 

Nhow music hotel, which 

has two recording studios, 

and sample the nightlife, 

including a bar with its own 

bowling alley. And they 

check out the Berlin Wall, 

as you do. ★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

CRACKING
COMEDY

NEW!

it’s times like 
this i give thanks 
for my emergency 

wheelbarrow  
of cuteness

Friday
15 APRIL

TV
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Lookalikes

Channel4,10pm

Intonight’sepisodeof the

excruciatingdocusoap,

DavidBeckhamlookalike

andagencybossAndy

Harmerhavetodealwith

aRobertDeNirodouble

who’sbeenwindingupthe

other lookalikessomuch,

they’vethreatenedtoquit.

At least ‘DavidBrent’ is

loyalandshowsthenew

‘Nessa’aroundtheo�ce.

★★★LIAMWRIGHT

Two Doors Down

BBC2, 10pm 

This Scottish sitcom is an 

undiscovered gem, with  

a fine cast that includes 

Elaine C Smith and Doon 

Mackichan. This week, 

Beth and Cathy head to Ian 

and Jaz’s flat to celebrate 

the boys moving in together. 

And while their wives are 

away, Eric and Colin watch 

Andy Murray’s US Open 

tennis match on TV. 

★★★★ LIAM WRIGHT

The Graham 

Norton Show

BBC1, 10.35pm

Another eclectic line up of 

guests on the sofa tonight, 

with Hollywood legend 

Meryl Streep and Hugh 

Grant, her co star in 

Florence Foster Jenkins.

Plus actor Keeley Hawes, 

promoting her new drama 

The Durrells. Eurovision 

hopefuls Joe And Jake 

perform You’re Not Alone. 

★★★★ BOYD HILTON

WHY WE LOVE

UNBREAKABLE  
KIMMY SCHMIDT

1 
THE MADE-UP WORDS 
Not only has Tina Fey gifted us 
with 26 episodes of laugh out  
loud television, but she’s crafted 

some clever portmanteaux, too. A gem 
from the mouth of Titus: “Snowbesity. 
It’s when you don’t know if someone’s 
fat or not ’cos they’re wearing a winter 
coat.” Amen to that. 

2  
TITUS ANDROMEDON
The stand out star of the  
entire series. He’s got all  
the best lines (“I envy you. 

I’ve never been ab    
me”), the best sce    
best range of facia   
the world has ever   
He’s essentially a   
GIF and proud of 

3 
Kimmy’s 
Life 
advice 
“You can 

stand anything for 
ten seconds. Then 
you just start on  
a new ten seconds   
says Kimmy, reve  
how she got throu  
being imprisoned   
a bunker for 15 ye  

4 
Peeno Noir, An ode to black penis
From the opening strains of 
“Caviar, Myanmar, mid size 
car,” you know this is going  

to be a classic. Titus’ loving musical 
tribute to the male sexual organ is  
a life defining 64 seconds of television.

5 
JON HAMM MAKING US  
WANT TO JOIN A CULT
The fittest man of the cloth  
ever, Reverend Richard Wayne 

Gary Wayne (played by Jon Hamm)is 
the cult leader who imprisoned Kimmy 

 He gives us all sorts  
  h his charisma and 

  happily let him lock  
  h is a bit wrong.

 
Jacqueline 
vorhees 
Kimmy’s 
super rich  

boss (played by Jane 
Krakowski) deserves 
props aplenty for  
her services to 

philanthropy: “I’m  
ot running a charity 
 Except the one where 

 ate my old towels  
 ople with the same 

ls as me.” ■

7pm

8pm

9pm

10pm

7.00pm Emmerdale itv Stand by as the 

verdict of Gordon’s court case is revealed. 

7.30pm Food Detectives BBC2 

New series giving advice on 

making the best food choices.

7.30pm Coronation Street ITV

Anna finds out Izzy is still smoking 

cannabis. Continues at 8.30pm.

8.00pm EastEnders BBC1 Johnny tries to 

reunite his family before he leaves Walford.

8.00pm Food Unwrapped Channel 4   

A look at the high price of almond butter.

8.00pm Supergirl Sky1

See preview, left.

8.30pm MasterChef bbc1 The last of  

the quarter-finals.

8.30pm Travel Man Channel4  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Have I Got News For You bbc1  

Hosted by Tracey Ullman.

9.00pm Billy Connolly’s  
Tracks Across America itv  

See preview, left.

9.00pm Gogglebox Channel4  

Opinions from the sofa on the best and 

worst of this week’s telly. 

9.00pm Inside Buckingham Palace: 
The Queen’s Worst Year
channel 5 An in-depth look at the 

events of 1992.

9.00pm The Five SKY1

See preview, left.

9.00pm The Blacklist SKY LIVING

See preview, left. 

9.30pm Boomers BBC1  

A newly single Mick returns  

from Spain.

10.00pm Two Doors Down bbc2 

See preview, left.

10.00pm Lookalikes Channel 4 

See preview, left.

10.35pm The Graham Norton 
Show bbc1 See preview, left.

11.00pm Secrets Of The 
Palace Pets Channel 5 

A history of royal pets. Woof!

highlights
PEAK VIEWING



MARVIN HUMES

Be stuck in a lift with Paloma Faith or Boy George?

That’s a tough one because they’re both new to The Voice. 

I think Paloma is a little more bonkers than George,  

so I think she’d be slightly more entertaining.

Listen to JLS’ Beat Again on a loop forever  

or always have to wear a deep V?

When I wore the deep Vs, I used to get Torso Of  

The Week love in heat, but I don’t think they’d  

work now, so I’d have to say Beat Again on repeat.

Be remembered for being a DJ  

or a pop star?

You know what, I think DJs are the new pop  

stars – look at Calvin Harris, David Guetta  

and Avicii. I think it’s a win-win for saying DJ. 

Never have sex with [wife] Rochelle  

again, or every time you do, she spills 

your bedroom secrets?

I don’t think I mind her spilling my secrets  

[she’s been a bit, er, candid in the past].  

I’m still a fairly young man and she’s still  

a young lady, you know what I mean?

Not work out for a year, or have to  

do a marathon every week?

I hate running. I’d find other forms of keeping 

myself fit. Cough cough. See answer above.

Be without your phone for a week, or have 

it ringing 24/7 and you can’t turn it off?

I’m all for not having my phone. When we  

go on holiday with our daughter Alaia-Mai, 

I always turn it off.

Lose your looks or lose your voice?

It’s not all about the looks now, is it? So lose  

my looks and still be able to speak, definitely.

Have to choose between vocals from Rochelle 

or Rihanna on one of your songs?

If I want my dinner tonight, I’ll have to say the missus. 

If it was Beyoncé, though, I’d say her, hands down. 

Roch would approve – she’s her ultimate woman crush.

Always have an unexpected item in the bagging 

area, or have to pay for everything in 2ps?

A unexpected item. It always make me laugh  

at how fast the assistant taps in their staff ID. 

Only speak in inspirational quotes, or have

to sing all your conversations?

I’mabigfanofmusicals,soIwouldn’tmindsinging

allday.Althoughmyvocalrangemightnotbebig

enoughtoexpressallmyfeelingsthroughouttheday.

Would
you

rather...

T H E  D J  A N D 
P R E S E N T E R  A N S W E R S 
L I F E ’ S  T R I C K I E S T 
Q U E S T I O N S

Marvin: we still 

love him, even 

without a deep V

W
O

R
D

S
: 
J

E
N
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R

O
T

H
E

R
S

The new single  
by Marvin’s dance 

music group 
LuvBug, Best Is  

Yet To Come, 
is out 15 April
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